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JOINT MEETING - WEST OF ENGLAND COMBINED AUTHORITY COMMITTEE 

& WEST OF ENGLAND JOINT COMMITTTEE - 29 JANUARY 2021 

Agenda item 6 – Items from the public 

 

Please note: 

Statements in relation to Bristol airport expansion: There are a number of statements submitted 
on this issue. For clarity, please note that the issue of the Bristol airport expansion is not an 
agenda item for the 29 January committee meeting and there will accordingly be no discussion on 
this issue at the meeting.  Please also note that subsequent to the North Somerset Council 
decision on the Airport’s planning application, Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal. This appeal 
will be determined by the Planning Inspectorate. 

 

Statements received (full details set out in following pages): 

1. Dominic Winter - Bristol airport expansion 

2. James Collett - Bristol airport expansion 

3. Matt Gisham - Bristol airport expansion  

4. David Clegg - Bristol airport expansion 

5. Wendy Clegg - Bristol airport expansion 

6. Jill Coleman - Bristol airport expansion 

7. Bob Langton - Bristol airport expansion 

8. Mary Wood - Bristol airport expansion 

9. Johanna Spiers - Bristol airport expansion 

10. Helen Struthers - Bristol airport expansion 

11. Isobel Clark – Bristol airport expansion 

12. Tony Muir – Bristol airport expansion 

13. Jackie Head – Bristol airport expansion 

14. Cllr Robert Griffin (South Gloucestershire Council) – M49 link road  

15. David Redgewell – Transport/regional issues 

16. Viv Perry – Bristol airport expansion 
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17. John Belton – Bristol airport expansion 

18. Katherine Martin – Bristol airport expansion 

19. Tony Wilson – Bristol airport expansion 

20. Bob Dearden – Bristol airport expansion 

21. Jane Mansfield – Bristol airport expansion 

22. Tina Kilroy – Bristol airport expansion 

23. Mike Roberts – Bristol airport expansion 

24. Anna Ballard – Bristol airport expansion 

25. Patrick Toland – Bristol airport expansion 

26. Julie Gilfoyle – Bristol airport expansion 

27. Emily Thwaite – Bristol airport expansion 

28. Marion de Berker – Bristol airport expansion 

29. Dr Hilary Farey – Bristol airport expansion 

30. Felix Watts – Bristol airport expansion 

31. Sian Charnley & Dr Norman Charnley – Bristol airport expansion 

32. Lisa Hardless – Bristol airport expansion  

33. Mary Culhane – Bristol airport expansion 

34. Jacqueline Evans – Bristol airport expansion 

35. Robert Clarke – Bristol airport expansion 

36. Chris Head – Bristol airport expansion  

37. Lisa Furness – Bristol airport expansion 

38. Mark Brown – Bristol airport expansion 

39. Shankari Raj – Bristol airport expansion 

40. Michael Lloyd-Jones – Bristol airport expansion 

41. Jack Doran – Bristol airport expansion 

42. Lesley Wilson - Bristol airport expansion 

43. Cordelia Hamilton - Bristol airport expansion 

44. Pat Walmsley - Bristol airport expansion 
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45. Natalie Edwards - Bristol airport expansion 

46. Claire King - Bristol airport expansion 

47. Bob Helson – Bristol airport expansion 

48. Mark Bishop – Bristol airport expansion 

49. Luke Curran – Bristol airport expansion 

50. Judith Sluglett – Bristol airport expansion 

51. Mike Chaloner – Bristol airport expansion 

52. Conor O’Neill – Bristol airport expansion 

53. Thomas Krol – Bristol airport expansion 

54. Mark Wood - Bristol airport expansion 

55. Joe Bullard & Hélène Sauvé – Bristol airport expansion 

56. Julie Milton – Bristol airport expansion 

57. Mary Collett – Bristol airport expansion 

58. Dr Jane Paxton – Bristol airport expansion 

59. Caroline New – Bristol airport expansion 

60. Vanessa Glasgow – Bristol airport expansion 

61. Alison Allan – Bristol airport expansion 

62. Dawn McGhee - Bristol airport expansion 

63. Duncan Still - Bristol airport expansion 

64. Marion Steiner - Bristol airport expansion 

65. Utah Weber - Bristol airport expansion 

66. Maggie Singham - Bristol airport expansion 

67. Peter Andresen - Bristol airport expansion 

68. Nicola Bindon - Bristol airport expansion 

69. Janine Amos - Bristol airport expansion 

70. Lynette Blanchard - Bristol airport expansion 

71. Tony Jones – Bristol airport expansion 

72. Andrea Mackay - Bristol airport expansion 
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73. Cllrs Trevor Jones and Nic Labuschagne - Strategic Outline Business Case for the 
Winterbourne and Frampton Cotterell bypass. 

74. Joy Kearney - Bristol airport expansion 

75. Rosemary Clarke - Bristol airport expansion 

76. Tim Reynolds – Bristol airport expansion 

77. J. Purkis - Bristol airport expansion 

78. Darcy Mitchell – Bristol airport expansion 

79. Olwen Gillespie - Bristol airport expansion 

80. Sophie Wright - Bristol airport expansion 

81. Duncan Struthers – Bristol airport expansion 

82. Cllr Carla Denyer - Bristol airport expansion 

83. Julia Hammond – Bristol airport expansion 

84. Jacqueline Walkden - Bristol airport expansion 

85. Helen Tann - Bristol airport expansion 

86. Benedict Pagani – Bristol airport expansion 

87. Ollie Lax - Bristol airport expansion 

88. Mavis Zutshi – Bristol airport expansion 

89. Kate Oliver - Bristol airport expansion 

90. Meg Buick - Bristol airport expansion 

91. Colin Gardner – West of England housing delivery strategy 

92. Colin Welch - Bristol airport expansion 

93. Chloe Naldrett – Bristol airport expansion 

94. Amanda Swannell - Bristol airport expansion 

95. Angela Taylor - Bristol airport expansion 

96. Johnny Devas – Bristol airport expansion 

97. Julia Beasley - Bristol airport expansion 

98. Leah Dawson – Bristol airport expansion 

99. Claire Goulding - Bristol airport expansion 
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100. Ellie Tallis - Bristol airport expansion 

101. Katheryna Sansone – Bristol airport expansion 
 
102. Helen Bailey - Bristol airport expansion 

103. Marcus Dawson – Bristol airport expansion 

104. Nicola Harwin - Bristol airport expansion 

105. Valerie Russell Emmott - Bristol airport expansion 

106. Ewan McLennon – Bristol airport expansion 

107. Neil McAllister - Bristol airport expansion 

108. Naomi Levy – Bristol airport expansion 

109. Jane Joyce - Bristol airport expansion 

110. Victoria Bortagaray - Bristol airport expansion 

111. Louise Edwards – Bristol airport expansion 

112. Steven McAllister - Bristol airport expansion 

113. Aidan Chitty – Bristol airport expansion 

114. Kirsty Gisbourne - Bristol airport expansion 

115. Mark Evans - Bristol airport expansion 

116. Richard Edwards – Bristol airport expansion 

117. John McAllister - Bristol airport expansion 

118. Isobel Morris – Bristol airport expansion 

119. Emily Sheath - Bristol airport expansion 

120. Julie F. Decarroux - Bristol airport expansion 

121. Deborah Erskine – Bristol airport expansion 

122. Charlotte Underwood - Bristol airport expansion 

123. Sam Lockwood – Bristol airport expansion 

124. Derrick Stirling - Bristol airport expansion 

125. Philip Green - Bristol airport expansion 

126. Andy Saunders – Bristol airport expansion 

127. Richard Andrews - Bristol airport expansion 
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128. Diane Godwin – Bristol airport expansion 

129. Beth Isaac - Bristol airport expansion 

130. Cllr Jerome Thomas - Bristol airport expansion 

131. Georgina Byrom – Bristol airport expansion 

132. Emily Cochrane - Bristol airport expansion 

133. Gordon Richardson – Bus and rail services 

134. James Eldred - Bristol airport expansion 

135. Philippa Bayley - Bristol airport expansion 

136. Simon Omiotec – Bristol airport expansion 

137. Laura McAllister - Bristol airport expansion 

138. Dr Grace Thompson & other local doctors – Bristol airport expansion 

139. Hazel Morfett - Bristol airport expansion 

140. Angela McKee - Bristol airport expansion 

141. Chris Reynolds – Bristol airport expansion 

142. Janet Grimes - Bristol airport expansion 

143. Kathy Fawcett – Bristol airport expansion 

144. Sarah Walsh - Bristol airport expansion 

145. Polly Eldridge - Bristol airport expansion 

146. Cllr Martin Fodor – Transport decarbonisation study 

147. Ian Pettit - Bristol airport expansion 

148. Jennifer Fawcett-Thorne – Bristol airport expansion 

149. Richard Baxter - Bristol airport expansion 

150. Samuel Williams – WECA investment programme and improvements 

151. Sally Lawson – Bristol airport expansion 

152. Lilian Fawcett - Bristol airport expansion 

153. Laura Pendlebury – Bristol airport expansion 

154. Stanley Fawcett - Bristol airport expansion 
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STATEMENT 1 – Dominic Winter 
 
I just moved back from Frome to Bristol and I'm shocked to hear from friends here, in 
a prior Green Capital of Europe with a strong environmental history, that you are 
supporting expanding the airport during what is now recognised as a climate 
emergency, and during covid. Let's avoid the waste of developing it and then not 
being able to use it. I ask you to oppose it, at least until if we manage to get global 
heating under control. For now I'm sure we can turn some of our less needed land 
into renewable generation instead! 
 
Thanks, Dominic Winter 
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STATEMENT 2 – James Collett 
 
STATEMENT with reference to: Bristol Airport Expansion plan appeal  
 
I was relieved to see that Bristol City Council, on 8th December 2020 carried a 
motion to the effect that the proposed expansion of Bristol Airport must NOT go 
ahead.  
 
This means that two out of the three local authorities that make up WECA have 
clearly stated that they object to the airport expansion. This alone should make it 
absolutely clear that the WECA mayor and joint committees should alter their out of 
date position and write to North Somerset planning committee and the planning 
inspectorate (dealing with the current appeal) to state that the proposed expansion 
of Bristol Airport must NOT go ahead.   
 
The WECA website proudly states that: 
 
'The climate emergency is at the heart of everything WECA does' 
 
This statement is at odds with supporting an expansion of Bristol Airport. This 
expansion is not necessary with claims of economic necessity by the airport having 
been comprehensively debunked as greenwash.  
 
The West of England has set an ambitious goal for tackling climate change, 
committing to net zero carbon by 2030. Encouraging an increase in air traffic 
(increasing CO2e emissions annually by over 1 million tonnes (plus extra emissions 
from road traffic to and from the airport) will make this difficult task much more 
difficult, if not impossible. 
 
As the number of objections (to the planning application by the airport) by local 
residents showed (over 80% opposed the scheme from across the WECA area), the 
vast majority of local people do not want this airport expansion, 
 
As representatives of our combined authority, please respect this majority view and 
write to object to the Airport Expansion plan and the environmental and climate 
damage that it would do. 
 
Best regards, 
 
JAMES COLLETT 
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STATEMENT 3 – Matt Gitsham 
 
I would like to register my objection to the expansion of Bristol Airport, it is not 
needed and will make achieving net zero carbon emissions quickly enough more 
difficult. It is our moral responsibility to protect this planet for our children. For the 
sake of them this expansion cannot be allowed. 
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STATEMENT 4 – David Clegg 
 
I am writing to urge you to overturn your support for this unnecessary and damaging 
planning application. 
 

• Two of your three constituent Councils have now voted against it.  
• Chris Stark, who leads the UK’s Climate Change Committee explains what it 

will take to get the UK to net-zero by its legally binding deadline of 2050: “ 
We would have to be reducing our demand for flying by 15% compared 
to what it was pre-pandemic…” 

• So all the concrete that will need to laid, producing yet more CO2, will be a 
complete waste, as it will never be used, it will just increase the likelihood of 
damaging Climate Events.  

•  
WECA needs to write to the Planning Inspectorate explaining that is now opposed to 
the expansion. 
 
David Clegg 
Climate delay is now climate denial;  catastrophic climate change is already here. 
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STATEMENT 5 – Wendy Clegg 
 
Comments for your meeting on 29 January 2021:- 
 

1. Bristol Airport are trying to expand in a time when the Climate Emergency 
requires a completely different mind-set. We need to reduce our CO2 output 
and aviation is one of the highest polluters in this area. We need to reduce 
flights to a bare minimum if we want to protect life on this planet. 
 

2. Many local councils as well as Bristol, North Somerset and indeed WECA 
itself, have declared a ”Climate Emergency”. We have an immediate 
emergency from COVID, surely this appeal needs to be considered when it 
can be dealt with properly and thoroughly. Please could the Mayor now put in 
an objection to Bristol airports plans for expansion currently being 
reconsidered by the Planning Inspectorate. 

  
3. The UK will be hosting COP21 in November. Allowing expansion of flights will 

not look good. We are supposed to be growing back greener. 
 

4. I live in Clevedon and the number of planes already operating from the 
airport disturb my sleep regularly in early mornings, late evenings and 
overnight. There have been times when I have counted 20 or more planes 
taking off between 6am and the time I have given up on sleep and got up. 
We are not that close to the airport, how householders cope in other areas, 
that are closer, I don’t know. More flights is simply not being fair to local 
people. 

 
I hope you appreciate the depth of feeling against the expansion of Bristol Airport in 
North Somerset and surrounding areas. It would be wonderful to allow people to 
enjoy fresher, cleaner, quieter air in the future as well as giving our grandchildren a 
hope of being able to live on this planet. 
 
Please consider asking Bristol Airport to withdraw this application for all our sakes, 
Regards,  
Wendy Clegg 
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STATEMENT 6 – Jill Coleman 
 
I am writing to say that WECA must oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport and 
uphold the decision of North Somerset Council to refuse planning permission. 
Bristol City and Bath and North East Somerset Councils have opposed the 
expansion so Tim Bowles must write to the planning inspectorate stating WECA's 
objection. There is a Climate Emergency and no justification for expanding this 
Airport. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
Jill Coleman 
Coordinator, Sustainable Pill and District (SPAD) Community Environment Group. 
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STATEMENT 7 – Bob Langton 
 
I am writing to urge that WECA, as a matter of high importance, reverses its position 
of support for the expansion of Bristol Airport. 
 
At a time when the catastrophic impacts of climate change are becoming daily more 
evident it is outrageous for a democratic body in this country (where a large majority 
of citizens are in favour of urgent and serious action to address this disaster) to 
support a development that so clearly looks to increase carbon emissions, despite all 
the greenwash rhetoric to the contrary. 
 
Equally, since Bristol City Council reversed its position of support for the airport 
expansion to one of opposition it is now the case that two of the three constituent 
authorities are opposed to the expansion.  It follows that WECA should fall in line 
with the majority view of its constituent authorities.   
 
This argument is reinforced by the simple fact that the authority within which the 
airport is sited - North Somerset - originally turned down the planning application and 
has remained constant in its opposition to the proposal.  In this it is backed by the 
great majority of its constituents who will suffer the additional disruption and pollution 
of several sorts that airport expansion would bring.  As one of those constituents, I 
feel outraged that a neighbouring authority could use its influence so directly against 
the opinions of people in the affected area. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
(Dr) Bob Langton 
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STATEMENT 8 – Mary Wood 
 
Given that Bristol City Council, and B&NES Council, who have the majority votes at 
WECA, have both voted against Bristol Airport Expansion, it is not possible for 
WECA to oppose their wishes and support it. 
Furthermore, voting for Bristol Airport Expansion would be completely unethical, 
since WECA clearly states that addressing climate change is central to everything it 
does.  Or are we to believe that was just 'lip service', and that WECA has no 
intention of addressing the most dangerous issue of our time?  
This vote is an opportunity for WECA to show integrity and build trust with its 
community. 
 
Mary Wood 
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STATEMENT 9 – Johanna Spiers 
 
I wish to make a statement for the WECA meeting about Bristol Airport's appeal 
against the decision not to expand.  
 
We are in a climate emergency. Bristol council was the first council in the UK to 
declare this emergency, and we have started making some steps towards undoing 
the damage that humanity has done to the planet. However, for the sake of our 
children, ourselves and all the animals we share this beautiful world with, more 
needs to be done to avert absolute disaster. As Greta Thunberg says, "We need to 
start acting as if our house is on fire... because it is."  
 
Aviation is responsible for two percent of all the world's carbon emissions and 12% 
of the world's travel emissions. While this may seem like a relatively small amount, if 
global commercial aviation were a country in the national CO2 emissions standings, 
it would rank number six in the world between Japan and Germany.  
 
Therefore, it is imperative that we start finding sustainable ways to travel. Extending 
the airport here in Bristol - where air pollution is already so bad that it kills five people 
a week - is a further signature on the petition for our death warrant.  
 
Bristol Airport have claimed that they can make the airport carbon neutral by 2050. 
However, this is only if you don't count the carbon created by all the planes and cars 
which travel to and from the airport. They are suggesting that they can use electric 
planes soon to reduce their emissions, but this is greenwashing; electric plane 
batteries will need to be 43 times heavier than engines, meaning they will only be 
feasible for short haul flights. Yet 84% of flights are long haul.  
 
Please vote to block this appeal - we cannot be the generation who condemned our 
own children to death.  
 
Many thanks, 
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STATEMENT 10 – Helen Struthers 
 
I have two grandchildren aged 4 and 6 and I greatly fear for their future because of the 
climate and environmental emergency. We owe it to their and future generations, as well as 
those currently living in the global south, to act urgently to prevent further global warming 
with its inevitable catastrophic effects on our planet. Given the evidence that we are on what 
Antonio Guterres, the UN Secretary General, described in December 2020 as 'the descent 
towards chaos', immediate action to halt this trajectory is vital. 
 
It is clear that Bristol airport must no longer be allowed to put short term profit before the 
security of the planet and its people. Expansion of the airport, which would result in10.000 
extra flights a year, generating an additional 1 million tonnes of carbon emissions annually, is 
clearly unacceptable. Recognising this, two of the constituent authorities which comprise 
WECA, Bristol and BANES, are now against the expansion plans. WECA must now also 
recognise the airport's over optimism about reducing emissions and the damage to the 
environment and citizens' health, locally and globally, to which the expansion of this airport 
would contribute. 
 
In view of the above, I ask that Tim Bowles, the Mayor of WECA, writes to the planning 
inspectorate stating WECA's objection to the proposed expansion of Bristol airport. 
 
Thank you 
Helen Struthers (a Bristol resident) 
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STATEMENT 11 – Isobel Clark 
 
I wish to make a statement for the WECA meeting about Bristol Airport's appeal 
against the decision not to expand. 
 
I am an ex teacher who lived in and taught at Backwell School for 33 years. I am 
very well aware of the impact of flights over the villages feeding the school and the 
young people living there. We definitely had an increase of lung related illnesses 
which resulted in time of school and were without doubt caused by air pollution. The 
irony of the airport’s investments in the Ontario Teachers Pension does not escape 
me.  
 
 We are in a climate emergency. Bristol council was the first council in the UK to 
declare this emergency, and we have started making some steps towards undoing 
the damage that humanity has done to the planet. However, for the sake of our 
children, ourselves and all the animals we share this beautiful world with, more 
needs to be done to avert absolute disaster. As Greta Thunberg says, "We need to 
start acting as if our house is on fire... because it is." 
 
Aviation is responsible for two percent of all the world's carbon emissions and 12% 
of the world's travel emissions. While this may seem like a relatively small amount, if 
global commercial aviation were a country in the national CO2 emissions standings, 
it would rank number six in the world between Japan and Germany. 
 
Therefore, it is imperative that we start finding sustainable ways to travel. Extending 
the airport here in Bristol - where air pollution is already so bad that it kills five people 
a week - is a further signature on the petition for our death warrant. 
 
Bristol Airport have claimed that they can make the airport carbon neutral by 2050. 
However, this is only if you don't count the carbon created by all the planes and cars 
which travel to and from the airport. Much of the profit that the airport makes is from 
the parking fees. It would be so much better for the environment if a railway ran from 
the city to the airport or at least more frequent coaches.  
They are suggesting that they can use electric planes soon to reduce their 
emissions, but this is greenwashing; electric plane batteries will need to be 43 times 
heavier than engines, meaning they will only be feasible for short haul flights. Yet 
84% of flights are long haul. 
 
Please vote to block this appeal - we cannot be the generation who condemned our 
own children to death. 
 
Sincerely 
Isobel Clark 
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STATEMENT 12 – Tony Muir 
 
I wish to make a statement for the WECA meeting about Bristol Airport's appeal 
against the decision not to expand. Whether WECA accepts it or not, WECA is a key 
stakeholder in the appeal decision.  
 
We are in a climate emergency. Bristol council was the first council in the UK to 
declare this emergency, and we have started making some steps towards undoing 
the damage that humanity has done to the planet. However, for the sake of our 
children, ourselves and all the animals we share this beautiful world with, more 
needs to be done to avert absolute disaster. As Greta Thunberg says, "We need to 
start acting as if our house is on fire... because it is." 
 
Aviation is responsible for two percent of all the world's carbon emissions. Aviation is 
responsible for two percent of all the world's carbon emissions and 12% of the 
world's travel emissions. While this may seem like a relatively small amount, if global 
commercial aviation were a country in the national CO2 emissions standings, it 
would rank number six in the world between Japan and Germany. 
 
Therefore, it is imperative that we start finding sustainable ways to travel. Extending 
the airport here in Bristol - where air pollution is already so bad that it kills five people 
a week - is a further signature on the petition for our death warrant. 
 
Bristol Airport have claimed that they can make the airport carbon neutral by 2050. 
However, this is only if you don't count the carbon created by all the planes and cars 
which travel to and from the airport. They are suggesting that they can use electric 
planes soon to reduce their emissions, but this is greenwashing; electric plane 
batteries will need to be 43 times heavier than engines, meaning they will only be 
feasible for short haul flights. Yet 84% of flights are long haul. 
 
Please vote to block this appeal - we cannot be the generation who condemned our 
own children to death. 
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STATEMENT 13 – Jackie Head 
 
I am a resident of Bath & North East Somerset with strong connections to Bristol. I 
am a member of both my Parish and the Chew Valley Climate and Nature 
Emergency Working Groups and have spent the last 18 months researching the 
impact of the Climate and Nature Emergency and also creating actions plans for 
individuals and communities to take action to reduce carbon consumption and build 
strong resilient communities future proofed against the impact of global warming. 
 
From my research it has become clear that there is a limit to what individuals can do, 
without the backing of local and national authorities to take bold actions in the light of 
present and future risks. 
 
I commend the work being done by B&NES and Bristol to face up to the challenges 
of the Climate and Nature Emergency, and the fact that innovative ideas such as the 
Liveable Neighbourhoods scheme are being put into practice with joined up thinking 
across different disciplines. 
 
B&NES has spoken out against airport expansion for some time, rightly seeing it as 
an essential area to manage in the light of the C&NE. They commented against the 
original airport expansion proposal. More recently Bristol has also made a statement 
seeing the incompatibility of expansion to their Net Zero goals and councillors will 
now be objecting to the expansion via the public consultation which runs until 22nd 
February. WECA supported expansion in the original appeal, but much has changed 
since then, not least Bristol City Council's recent decision. 
 
The recent report from the Committee for Climate Change, a statutory advisory body 
to the UK government, is clear that there should be no net expansion of airports, and 
points to the damaging impact of carbon emissions. Although the airport has plans to 
offset future carbon use, this misses the point ,as offsetting schemes are needed to 
offset existing carbon emissions while they are also reduced, not to counter new and 
future emissions. 
 
I am now calling on WECA to meet its democratic role to represent the views of its 
constituents and to stand by those councillors who have already voted in their 
authorities against expansion. I ask you to use your  emergency powers to take a 
vote in this meeting or via other methods immediately after this meeting. The 
wording could simply be 'We believe that Bristol Airport should not expand as it runs 
counter to the region's vision to work towards carbon net zero, and we will write to 
the public consultation for the Appeal, as a regional authority, to express this view'  
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STATEMENT 14 – Cllr Robert Griffin 

Dear Members of the West of England Combined Authority Committee, 

My name is Cllr Robert Griffin and I represent the Pilning and Severn Beach Ward of South 
Gloucestershire. 

As the sole member of a ward that is home to both small rural communities and to cutting-edge 
business and industry, and is bordered by the country’s longest and one of the most tidal rivers, it is 
one that has rather varied, specific and often conflicting needs. But despite this, we have been well 
supported through our efforts to vocalise our local priorities. 

I am proud that through our campaigning locally and by the efforts of South Gloucestershire Council 
and the Combined Authority to improve our local community with more than £143million having 
been invested into the Severnside area since 2015 – including £60million on flood defences and 
millions more on improvements to roads, to footpaths and to cycleways across the local 
communities, improving connectivity between the villages and to other forms of sustainable travel, 
including our train stations, such as in Severn Beach from which Metrowest has secured half hourly 
services that will benefit both commuters into our area as well as local residents travelling out. 

Another large investment that Council lobbying was able to secure was the £50million on the new 
M49 junction from Highways England. As we all know, the only aspect that remains before it can be 
used is the delivery of the link road between the junction and our road network and this is very 
much the responsibility of Highways England and the landowner to resolve. I am, however, aware 
that South Gloucestershire Council and the Combined Authority are working tirelessly to facilitate 
discussions between the two. 

This junction not only means a lot to our area in terms of the attractiveness of the Severnside area 
to businesses with simpler connectivity between the industrial and business parks and the motorway 
network, it also means so much to the communities of Easter Compton, Hallen, Pilning and Severn 
Beach as the constant train of HGVs rolling through the villages will be diverted to a much more 
efficient, shorter and safer route. As such, its completion cannot come soon enough. 

As I previously stated, we as a community do feel WECA has done a lot for us locally, but there is 
more to do. I would ask that the Combined Authority also continues its work alongside South 
Gloucestershire Council to keep the pressure on the landowner and Highways England through the 
final stages of this project to ensure a swift and satisfactory conclusion. The residents I represent are 
keen to see an end to the safety risk and disruption to their communities that they have had to 
endure for so long. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Cllr Robert Griffin 

Member for Pilning and Severn Beach Ward 

South Gloucestershire Council 
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STATEMENT 15 – David Redgewell 
 
We are very concerned that now that public Transport and bus service have 
transferred to the West of England combined authority as the city region Transport 
Authority. But without precept powers what resources are being allocated by The city 
and county of Bristol and Bristol mayor, Banes and south Gloucestershire council to 
revenue support socially supported bus services, especially to serve Rural and 
orbital bus services in Bath and North east Somerset, for example Bath spa bus 
station to Peasedown St John, Radstock, Midsomer Norton, Paulton and 
Farmborough. Bath spa bus and coach station to Saltford, Keynsham, North 
Common, Warmley, Kingswood, Hillfields, Staple Hill, Downend, UWE Bus station.  
 
Route 18. Bath bus and coach station, Weston RuH back entrance, Kelston, Bitton, 
Cadbury Heath, Warmley, Kingswood, Hillfields, Staple Hill, Downend, UWE, Bristol 
parkway station and Cribbs Causeway bus station.  
 
Route 19. In South Gloucestershire there is Wotton under Edge to Chipping Sodbury 
and Yate bus station route 84 85 86 with also a Yate bus station to Emerson Green 
and Kingswood.  
 
Route between Thornbury, Bristol parkway station though North Bristol, Cheswick 
Lockleaze, Southmead hospital bus station to Southmead, Westbury on Trym, Sea 
Mills or Lawrence Weston to Shirehampton to Avonmouth and Severn Beach. 
Routes 10 and 11. 
A network of routes in south Bristol hospital to Hengrove and Stockwood 515. 
Routes in Keynsham. 
96 route from Brislington to Knowle and Hengrove south Bristol hospital.  
There are local services in Bedminster Brislington and Knowle town service. 
Operator by Stagecoach west and Hct group (which still need to fit safety screen on 
their vehicles) during covid 19 operations. 
Its is very important as there a large number of socially necessary services are 
supported by the weca mayoral transport authority.  
It is very important that the council continue budget for revenue support within their 
budget. 
 
 A new devolution deal with North Somerset council joining Weca mayoral combined 
authority allows Weca public transport precept powers.  
Infrastructure budget. 
And monies for public transport infrastructure such as bus stop shelters, kerbs and 
drop kerbs, timetable information, real time information systems and Travel west. 
Planning for metro west revenue support.  
The issue of revenue support for rail services over the next few years for Severn 
Beach, St Andrew road, Avonmouth Portway, parkway, Sea Mills, via Clifton Down, 
Redland, Montpelier, Stapleton Road, Lawrence Hill, Bristol Temple Meads, Bath 
spa and Westbury services.  
Bristol Temple Meads to Pill and Portishead and Bedminster and Parson Street.  
Bristol Temple meads to Henbury via Ashley Down, Filton Abbey wood, Filton North 
for the Area and Henbury for Cribbs Causeway bus station.  
Bristol to Gloucester and Cheltenham spa, Lawrence Hill, Stapleton road, Ashley 
Down, Filton Abbey wood, Bristol parkway, Yate, Charfield station, Cam and Dursley 
and Stonehouse Bristol road.  
All these metro west services will need revenue support.  
And adding new station at St Anne's park and Saltford on Bristol Temple Meads to 
Bath spa line. 
Portway parkway on the Bristol Temple meads station to Severn Beach.  
And Ashton Gate on the Bristol Temple meads to Portishead line. 
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And the leasing of Rolling stock and a Railway Executive.  
 
We are pleased with the work to reduce Bus services by as part of National 
lockdown that the way Weca mayoral transport authority with Peter Mann being able 
to reduce service with James Freeman at First group Stagecoach group Hct and 
other operators still providing access for key workers and necessary journeys to 
health care facilities, hospitals, supermarkets, post offices and Banks. Also be able 
to serve vaccinations centres. Weston super mare  and at many local health 
centres, Bath Pavilion, Ashton Gate stadium and Kingswood health centre. 
We are also pleased with the Railway service reductions have managed to keep 
local transport connections moving during lockdown 3. 
 
With regards to North Somerset council joining weca mayoral combined authority 
after the Growth and regeneration committee of Bristol city council.  
Mayor Rees Bristol city mayor asked for weca scrutiny commission to look at the 
structure and governance arrangements.  More open government focus on the 
delivery of Public Transport services Delivery but for this to happen more staff will 
need to transfer from the Unitary authorities.  
In the west of England partnership days the Transport Boards and Planning and 
Housing Board were open to the public. The transport forum needs to meet more 
regularly. In order to make progress we need to do a devolution deal with Money for 
Bristol Temple meads regeneration of the station and the areas around Temple quay 
and St Phillips marsh and a new public Transport interchange and to develop the 
light rail mass transit system with lines from Bristol city centre to Bath via Bristol 
Temple Meads station, Brislington, Keynsham and Saltford, Bath spa interchange.  
Bristol city centre Temple meads station, Lawrence Hill Station, Easton, Eastville, 
Fishponds, Staple Hill, Mangotsfield, Warmley, Oldland Common, Bitton, Kelston, 
Weston, RuH, Bath spa interchange, Batheaston and Bathford.  
Bath spa interchange, Peasedown St John, Radstock, Midsomer Norton, Paulton.  
Bristol city centre Temple meads, Ashton vale park and ride, south Bristol via 
Highridge, yandley via Bristol Airport, Bishopsworth, Hartcliffe, Hengrove, 
Whitchurch, Brislington Callington road link via North Somerset Railway to Bristol 
Temple meads station and the Bristol city centre. 
Bristol city centre to Kingswood and Cribbs Causeway via the M32  Ring Road  and 
Bristol parkway. and Patchway and the Arena at Filton North.  
The legal advice given to the growth and regeneration committee by legal services 
say that North Somerset council could join weca mayoral combined authority 
between mayoral elections providing a Governance review is carried out a 
devolution deal is taken forward with Government, public consultation take place in 
The council of south Gloucestershire county council, The city and county of Bristol, 
Bath and North East Somerset council and North Somerset council.  
We would ask weca scrutiny commission to get on with a work programme to allow 
North Somerset council to join. as requested by mayor Rees at the Bristol city 
council Growth and regeneration committee.  
On course if the election is delayed than work should progress this year. 
 
On we need to transfer the full public transport infrastructure maintenance team to 
Weca mayoral transport authority along with railway officer and Trunk officers. From 
Bristol city council, Banes, south Gloucestershire council and North Somerset 
council in the future.  
 
We also want to see progress on starts on Portway parkway station, Weston super 
mare bus and coach station and the disabled passengers lifts at  Patchway station.  
Reopening Travel centre in Bath spa station and Bristol Bus station after lockdown.  
 
Progress on car parks at Severn Beach and Patchway station.  
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A project to look at bring Pilning Railway station into use as it is close to a the new 
development. In Pilning and Severn Beach, Cabot park and the use of the Henbury 
loop railway. and a metro bus link to from Severnside to south Bristol.  
And for weca mayoral transport authority and the western gateway transport south 
west transport board to look at the proposals by Highways England how are in 
charge of disused railway lines station Tunnel Bridge and viaduct not to demolish 
without planning permission railway assets required for railway reopening light rail 
routes walking and cycling routes.  
 
We are very concerned about the plans by Highways England to demolish Railway 
infrastructure in their control Tunnel Bridges viaducts and Trackbeds and stations. 
In the case in the west of England combined authority, we have a Bridge at 
whitchurch that Highways England wish to infill  they have also in the passed filled in 
a Bridge on the Somerset and Dorset railway at chilcompton on the Banes mendip 
boundary on the Midsomer Norton to chilcompton s and D steam railway.  
And are proposing to demolish at Bridge on the cheddar valley railway  which is now 
a walkway and cycle way From Yatton station to cheddar with proposal to extend the 
walkway to wells and shepton mallett.  
Can weca mayoral transport authority and the western gateway transport board look 
into land in the ownership of Highways England  and  their plans effecting railway 
proposals walkways and cycle way.  
Highway England do not seek planning permission to demolish railway infrastructure 
we believe that highway England are the wrong people's to looking after England 
Scotland and Wales disused Railway s and the land should be transferred to 
Network rail western routes.  
On railway reopening we support  plans by Banes and weca mayoral transport 
authority to bid for money for the reopening of saltford station in Somerset in the 
Department for transport restoring our Railway fund . 
The Frome to Radstock Railway line was also added to this project list . 
We need  the mp Jacob Rees Mogg in these proposals.  
On the Bristol Bath to Westbury route  
Reopening St Anne's park  and saltford would  be very useful station  . 
But will need  extra loops near keynsham on the old fry siding site . 
On rural public Transport strategy is Banes ,North Somerset and south 
Gloucestershire making submission with weca mayoral transport authority  and 
western gateway public Transport Board to the Department for transport.  
 
On public transport can we thank Peter mann and his team for keeping bus service 
operating during the English national lockdown for service for key workers and 
access to food shopping chemists Banks and post office s heath facilities Hospitals 
and vaccinations centres. we are very very pleased with the list of centre  from the 
North Somerset Bristol and South Gloucestershire clinical commission group 
centres  and  the shuttle bus to From Bath spa bus station to Bath Racecourse 
vaccinations centre by bus 32 every 15 minutes.  
We need a list of centre in Banes from  the Bath, Swindon and Wiltshire clinic 
commission group to be added to the weca and First group websites. 
We need a shuttle bus from wells bus station to shepton mallet and the vaccinations 
centre at the Bath and west show ground.  
0n bus and Railway service its very important that the Department for transport 
keep  funding our local railway service s  through  Railway emergency recovery 
contracts to First group Great western railway and South western railway and Cross 
country trains. 
Especially to local train running for key workers and access to shopping chemist 
Bank s post office heath care and hospital s and important vaccinations centre like 
that in Bath . 
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We also need bus and coach service recovery grant in the future from the 
Department for Transport. as part of the Government bus strategy.  
The 1985 and 2020 Transport act on bus deregulation is certain not to survive as is 
the Taking over of England railway by Network rail.  
At Region level we need a railway executive at weca mayoral transport authority 
level  with North Somerset joining. and a strong western gateway partnership.and 
south west transport board.  
 
On behalf of south Gloucestershire den and Bristol disability equalities forum 
Railfuture Severnside and south west transport network.  
The need for  more police officers and covid marshals  to travel on the Greater 
Bristol and Bath Bath city region and Somerset public transport network by the Avon 
and Somerset police port police and the British Transport police.  
Following the assault in spitting at a Nurse by a young man on a scooter on a first 
west of England bus in Bristol.  
This person has not been  caught  can we please  have more community safety 
patrols on the public transport network.  
 
 
Bus service delivery in weca mayoral transport authority and North Somerset 
council.  
 
Firstly  we like to thank The mayor and Peter mann and his public transport team for 
the work in keeping weca mayoral transport and North Somerset council bus 
network moving durring durring covid 19 . 
We wish to see city and county of Bristol mayor south Gloucestershire council and 
Banes passport the subsidies to weca 
Mayoral transport authority.  
In the future  we are very  like see weca mayoral transport authority and North 
Somerset council continue to work in partnership with the region bus operators 
during  the covid 19 recovery plan for buses with Stagecoach west First group ,HCT 
group of London Favesavers and the smaller operators.  
The Department for Transport is working through  the next grants for bus industry  
Through local authorities  and combined authorities.  
We would like to remind the west of England Transport authority and North 
Somerset that passengers consultation is seen  as very very  important by  The 
Department for transport and the buses minster  in the original guidance from the 
Department for Transport with  Transport focus.  
Cross county  bus services are very important with  Somerset  key routes Bristol bus 
and coach station Bristol Temple meads  Hengrove whitchurch pensford farrington 
Gurney wells Bus station Glastonbury and street 376  
173 174 wells bus station chicompton or shepton mallet Midsomer Norton Radstock 
peasdown st John  Bath spa bus and coach station.  
D2 Bath spa bus station to midford Beckington Rode and Frome town centre and 
sainsbury's.  
 
Cross  Boundary service to Wiltshire  
D1 Bath spa bus station Bradford on Avon Trowbridge Westbury warminster 
Salisbury.  
272 273 Bath spa bus and coach station to melksham and Devize.  
X31 Bath spa bus and coach station to Cosham and chippenham 
620 .69 .  
 
Cross Boundary service to Gloucestershire  
Bath spa bus and coach station to yate bus station chipping sodbury  Tetbury and 
Stroud bus station.  
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62 Bristol Bus and coach station to Thornbury Berkeley sharpness cam and Dursey 
station Vale hospital and Dursey may lane bus station.  
60 Thornbury wootton under edge Cam and Dursey station May lane Bus station 
Gloucester Bus station. 
 
Cross  boundary service to Monmouthshire and wales . 
Bristol Outside Bus station Clifton down station cribbs causeway bus station 
chepstow bus station. T7 . 
Cross Boundary services to Somerset Devon and Plymouth  
Bristol Bond street Bristol Airport churchill East Brent Bridgwater Taunton Wellington 
Cullompton Exeter Newton abbot and Plymouth. 
Working in partnership with the joining counties is important.  
  
We welcome the discussions and working parties with the Bristol mayor one city 
Transport Board. Meeting with south Gloucestershire council disability equalities 
forum  yate Town council forum.  
We need a meeting of the Transport forum  but we more welcome the consultation 
on bus service.  
Again we would like to thank Peter mann Andrew strong , paul Clark and Nicole 
Phillips with James Freeman First group and Rupert cox stagecoach west for 
delivering a quality of service during this English Lockdown for key workers to 
essential journeys for shopping Health care facilities Hospitals office s and bank and 
especially vaccinations centre 
In Bristol Ashton Gate Bath spa racecourse vaccinations centre  
And the other location in the city region.  
 
We would welcome advance quality partnership working with the bus operators in 
weca mayoral transport authority and North Somerset council who must join weca 
mayoral combined authority as soon  as  a guidance review can be sorted out and a 
devolution deal with Government.  
We would like to point out that if a Bus franchising system is brought in  it will take a 
long time to set up and not all  the bus depots are in the west of England combined 
authority are situated in Greater Bristol and Bath.  
But at situated in the joining counties  
In wells, Somerset Weston super mare.  
For first group and Gloucester Stroud and Plymouth from stagecoach  and 
chippenham for Faresaver.  
And would cost a lot of money that could be invested in bus infrastructure  
Bus lanes prority measures bus shelter realtime information and interchange.  
and on rural and orbital routes and investment in the weca mayoral transport 
authority and the North Somerset bus strategy.  
and more Avon and Somerset police covid marshals and British Transport police on 
the public transport network.  
and public toilets at Bus and railway interchange in the Bristol Bath city region.  
Its is very important that the rest of the public transport officers responable for pubic 
transport infrastructure Bristol city council Banes and south Gloucestershire are 
transferred  to Weca mayoral transport authority public transport unit . 
And we set up a railway executive to  
Work on light rail and heavy rail issues.  
We would support a partnership approach  
Bus franchising being kept as a reserve power  
 
Please bring our statement to the Board meeting.  
Lucy Travis David Redgewell  ian Beckey. For  Somerset catch the bus campaign. 
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STATEMENT 16 – Viv Perry 

Bristol Airport’s application to expand its operations was originally refused by North 
Somerset Council, the local authority within which the airport sits. Bristol Airport has 
now appealed against this decision and the Planning Inspectorate will shortly 
consider this appeal.  

I am a WECA resident and I write to ask that WECA WITHDRAW ITS SUPPORT 
FOR BRISTOL AIRPORT EXPANSION and that WECA WRITE TO THE PLANNING 
INSPECTORATE STRONGLY STATING ITS OBJECTION TO THE AIRPORTS 
PLANS. 

I ask this on the following grounds; 

Lack of majority support within WECA 

North Somerset Council in which the airport is sited voted overwhelmingly to oppose 
the expansion. This is a council which WECA wishes to join it. 

Within WECA, the expansion was not supported by Bath and North East Somerset 
council, and although initially in support, Bristol City Council has now voted against 
the airport expansion. This means that within WECA, only one local authority, South 
Gloucestershire, remains in support, and therefore the majority of WECA’s 
constituent authorities oppose it. 

Local transport networks. 

Bristol Airport as a regional airport is extremely poorly served by local transport links, 
having no local rail service. Currently 70% of passengers arrive by car, and any 
increase in flights would inevitably result in a rise in vehicle use on mostly rural and 
often narrow roads. The application for a large increase in parking at the airport is an 
acknowledgement of this. Increase in public transport provision is unlikely to have a 
significant impact on the increased traffic use, and there is little prospect of a realistic 
solution to the airports lack of a rail link. Despite plans for additional parking, it is 
also likely that there will be increased unregulated parking on rural lanes, potentially 
obstructing residents, and increased unauthorised sites. All of these factors impinge 
directly on local residents, in terms of their daily lives, their physical wellbeing and 
mental health. 

Local noise and light disturbance 

The Airport wishes to increase its ceiling on flights in order to expand its passenger 
capacity from 10 million to 12 million per annum, and to vary the current agreement 
on night flights. The increase in flights planned will significantly increase noise 
disturbance. The increase in parking, particularly that in the silver zone, with 8m tall 
lighting columns and 30m tall floodlights will increase the area of the airport lit up at 
night, a significant increase in light pollution . Both of these factors point to increased 
use across all hours of the day and night and consequent increased nuisance and 
disturbance to local residents. Noise insulation grants will offer little mitigation, being 
limited in their availability. 

Locally increased emissions 

Increased traffic and increased flights will inevitably result in an increase in 
emissions from both the ground and the air, at both high and low levels, resulting in 
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a detrimental effect on the air quality in and around the airport, and also under the 
flight paths, which will have consequent serious negative impacts on the health and 
welfare of local residents of all ages.  

Impact on inequality 

South Bristol and North Somerset contain some of the poorest and most deprived 
communities in the WECA region, with consequent poor physical and mental health , 
and they will be most significantly and detrimentally impacted by the increased 
pollution consequent on any increase in flights and traffic. Residents in these 
communities directly under the flight path are more likely to be amongst the 50% of 
the population who do not fly at all.  

Local impact on wildlife and nature 

Increased parking provision on the Silver Zone is set to use land currently 
designated green belt. This will result in significant loss of local natural landscape 
wildlife habitat, and biodiversity and particularly in the loss of species rich grassland , 
ancient hedgerows and green corridors for wildlife. The increased development 
removes significant foraging habitat for endangered bat species . Moreover 
increased noise creates disturbance for wildlife locally, particularly with regard to 
nesting disturbance, and increased light also disturbs wildlife’s natural rhythms, and 
affects the behaviour of insect populations on which birds and mammals depend.  

The Airports proposals involve application to release land from its green belt 
designation for increased parking. Such a change in designation should happen only 
in “exceptional circumstances”. Surely expansion of car parking, which may only 
serve to increase the asset value of the land ,would not be justified at all on that 
basis. 

Impact on the local economy 

Bristol Airport has claimed that it will create jobs and inject money into the local 
economy, but this argument has been shown by independent assessment to be 
overstated by the Airport, with any jobs created likely to be low paid and low skilled 
and with much of any increased passenger spending being done abroad rather than 
locally. 

North Somerset Council , supported by independent analysis, took the view that the 
detrimental impact of the airport expansion and the wider impact on the environment 
outweighed any economic benefits, and by an overwhelming majority, refused Bristol 
Airports application. 

The national and global picture 

We are in a climate emergency. Urgent action is needed globally. World nations 
have agreed a target to keep rising global temperatures at 1.5C above pre-industrial 
levels, in order to avoid catastrophic environmental and societal collapse. One of the 
primary causes of temperature rise is the use of fossil fuels, and there is 
international consensus that the only way to avoid climate catastrophe is for global 
emissions of fossil fuels to be reduced to zero, and that this needs to happen as a 
matter of urgency. A date of 2050 for net zero emissions has been set, although 
many argue that even this date is too late, and that reductions need to happen much 
much sooner than this timeframe allows. Even with a 2050 target, such is the scale 
of globe’s dependence on fossil fuels that reductions need to be happening now, and 
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at a growing pace for even this target to be achieved. 2020 was the joint hottest year 
on record, despite the pandemic, and the global average air temperature was 1.25C 
higher than the pre-industrial period, dangerously close to the 1.5C target. 

Moreover, the planet currently faces the sixth mass extinction in the natural world, in 
which we are all interdependent, and actions which impact on the worlds natural 
environment, and which destroy what we have remaining, have significant meaning 
for our future survival. 

It is also the case that environmental damage to the planet has largely been caused 
by the globe’s wealthiest countries, yet its impact has been largely felt by the poorest 
and most marginalised and deprived communities. The climate emergency and 
issues of inequality are inextricably linked. 

We all need to act now to avert climate disaster. 

WECA declared a climate emergency in 2019 for which it deserves credit. This 
means that projects within its area need to be considered carefully with regard to 
their impact on climate change. 

Impact of the pandemic. 

The pandemic has caused a significant reduction in airport usage, and changes in 
the way people behave and work. Bristol Airport cannot assert, as it has done, that 
airline usage will return to pre-pandemic levels. There is no evidence it will do so. 
Moreover the DfT’s own assessments predict a reduction in flight numbers over time, 
not an increase. But the pandemic has shown peoples capacity to change and adapt 
in a crisis, and this surely is important in decisions being made now. 

In China the word crisis is represented by two pictograms, one representing danger, 
and one opportunity. The pandemic presents WECA , and all of us, with danger, but 
also with opportunity, and surely this is a moment like no other to build on the 
changes we have all been forced to make, to look to supporting developments within 
a new greener, more locally based low carbon economy, with jobs in environmentally 
sustainable technologies and enterprises, with housing and transport networks which 
support local working, shopping and leisure . This region already has a reputation for 
its green initiatives . Surely that is a vision that is worthy of WECA’s declaration of a 
climate emergency, and would be clear evidence of how it could really make a 
difference to all our lives, and to the future. At national level, with the UK due to host 
the COP 26 talks in November 2021, the world will be looking to the UK for 
leadership. The Government are already carrying out an enquiry into how they may 
align any post pandemic economic policies and decisions with the UK’s climate and 
environmental goals. The airports expansion plans are clearly out of line with the 
governments own net zero carbon commitments which require a reduction and not 
an increase in passenger numbers. This reinforces the importance of this moment. 

Surely, Bristol Airport expansion has no place in that vision, and any increase in 
Bristol Airport’s airline use cannot be justified at a time of global climate emergency. 

In December 2020 the UN Secretary General declared “Humanity is waging a war on 
nature. This is suicidal. Nature always strikes back - and it is already doing so with 
growing force and fury. Biodiversity is collapsing. One million species are at risk of 
extinction. Ecosystems are disappearing before our eyes…human activities are at 
the root of our descent towards chaos. But that means human action can help to 
solve it”. 
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One such action is staring WECA in the face right now. 

PLEASE WRITE TO THE PLANNING INSPECTOR WHO IS HEARING BRISTOL 
AIRPORTS APPEAL, NOT TO ALLOW THE AIRPORT EXPANSION AND TO 
REGISTER THE STRONGEST OBJECTION TO THE EXPANSION PLANS.  

Yours Sincerely 

Viv Perry 
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STATEMENT 17 – John Belton 
 
I Would be grateful if the following statement could be included at the WECA 
meeting on 29th January. 
 
I would ask the committee to keep in mind the ruling against the expansion at 
Heathrow last year. In particular that the Court accepted Friends of the Earth's 
submissions that:- 

The Secretary of State for Transport (at the time Chris Grayling) failed to consider important 
climate factors in the decision to allow the building of a third runway at Heathrow Airport, already 

one of the biggest single sources of carbon emissions in the UK. 

Specifically, the Secretary of State should have taken into account the Paris Climate Agreement, the 
non-CO2 warming impacts of Heathrow expansion, and the climate impacts of the project beyond 
2050. 
 
In the year of the most important global meeting of Heads of State at COP26 in 
Glasgow this November, where the critical requirement is to get commitments to 
more ambitious targets to reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions, to overturn North 
Somerset's refusal to give permission for expansion at Bristol Airport will 
undermine that essential goal. Bristol City Council has already changed its mind 
about the development, finding it incompatible with the regions carbon reduction 
targets. It would seem to me that WECA's position is at now variance to the 
changing tide of opinion. 
 
With very many thanks 
 
John Belton 
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STATEMENT 18 – Katherine Martin 
 
I am writing to ask that WECA oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. Two of its 
three constituent authorities are opposed to it and it is totally incompatible with trying 
to reduce our impact on climate change.  
 
Katherine Martin 
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STATEMENT 19 – Tony Wilson 
 
I utterly oppose any expansion of Bristol Airport. Please honour the 2020 rejection. 
Please also recognise that Covid 19 has changed the world and we cannot possibly 
predict demand until the present emergency is well behind us. This is not the time to 
change things and go against public opinion and the established ruling. 
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STATEMENT 20 – Bob Dearden 
 
I am opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport on the following grounds: 

1. The expanded airport would cause a great deal more or of pollution in and 
around the airport, the wider non -industrialised area and on the approaches 
to the area. 

2. It would make it impossible for local authorities to achieve their carbon 
emission reduction targets in fulfilment of national actions for UK to meet its 
Paris Accord commitments.  

3. Expansion is taking the airport in the wrong direction - air travel is likely to 
reduce in the near future and this is head in the sand non-thinking which will 
delay positive thinking about reducing air travel and ensuring all requirements 
of flying are counted, including all fuel used in all journeys and carbon costs 
of aircraft construction are taken into account.  Messing up the planet further 
at a time of climate crisis is brainless and condemns future generations to a 
more meagre existence, sickness and early death. 

4. WECA declared a climate emergency in 2019 which is incompatible with 
airport expansion.  If they support this, what would they not support? 

5. I speak as a local resident in the Mendip district of Somerset.  2 out or the 3 
WECA authorities are opposed to airport expansion and it is time for WECA 
to make the democratic decision to listen to electors and reverse their 
decision to support expansion. 
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STATEMENT 21 – Jane Mansfield 

Please, we have one planet to live on.  It and therefore ourselves are in trouble.  Our 
carbon emissions must be dropping rapidly if we are to have a chance of stopping an 
out of control climate from disrupting and destroying the world as we rely on it. 

Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, 
stating that expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not 
go ahead’. The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency 
in 2019. As a regional leadership, WECA must add their voice and publicly oppose 
airport expansion. 
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STATEMENT 22 – Tina Kilroy 
 
We are at a critical junction in the story of Bristol airport expansion. After rejecting 
the application, Bristol airport are appealing the planning decision in the face of 
overwhelming public opposition. Now that Bristol City Council have also withdrawn 
their support, it is critical that WECA does the same. The expansion of the airport is 
completely incompatible with the region and country’s recognition of a climate 
emergency. Continued increase in carbon emissions is unsustainable and a blight on 
the future for the region.  Please act now in the interests of your constituents and not 
the private investors of the airport. 
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STATEMENT 23 – Mike Roberts 
 
I am writing to ask that WECA oppose the expansion of Bristol airport. 
 
It is quite clear that this project would be in direct opposition to climate change 
commitments. Allowing huge expansion of emissions through increase in air travel 
would totally undermine massive efforts being made in other sectors, by businesses 
and by individuals. When it comes to climate and the environment, we have no 
option than ‘to be in it together’ and we all owe it to each other to ensure that 
decisions are consistent. 
 
WECA should show proper leadership and be clear in their opposition to this 
proposal. 
 
Thank you for reading.  
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STATEMENT 24 – Anna Ballard 

I kindly request that Tim Bowles publicly opposes Bristol airport expansion, to 
prevent One Million Tonnes of additional carbon emissions every year.  I 
understand that 2 out of the 3 WECA authorities are now in opposition to the 
proposed expansion of Bristol Airport, which has been widely supported by the 
public. WECA must make the democratic decision to listen to their constituents and 
reverse their support for expansion. Ignoring the decisions of local authorities is an 
unacceptable failure of regional democracy.  Bristol City Council is now publicly 
opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, stating that expansion is “incompatible” 
with carbon reduction targets and “must not go ahead’. The West of England 
Combined Authority declared a climate emergency in 2019. As a regional leadership, 
WECA must add their voice and publicly oppose airport expansion. 
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STATEMENT 25 – Patrick Toland 
 
Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, 
stating that expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not 
go ahead’. The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency 
in 2019. As a regional leadership, WECA must add their voice and publicly oppose 
airport expansion.  
 
It’s important that you do the right thing to help save our climate.  
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STATEMENT 26 – Julie Gilfoyle 
 
The environmental message is clear ... we need to REDUCE  co2 emissions... 
expanding an airport flies in the face of this ! Human beings need to accept that 
things must be different if we are to save the planet from environmental impacts 
such as we cannot imagine..... that will mean less shortbreads for the middle and 
upper classes, for the pension rich baby boomers ... of which I am one. My children 
and grandchildren deserve better from us!!!! 
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STATEMENT 27 – Emily Thwaite 
 
I am a grandmother, very worried about the state of the world we are passing on to 
future generations. 
 
Air travel contributes to high carbon emissions, on a huge scale, thereby adding to 
the climate crisis. The world is heading for irreversible problems. 
 
Why would we want to continue on that path? 
 
Stopping Bristol’s proposed airport expansion is the least we can do. 
 
Please listen to the IPCC, the UK’s CCC and respected naturalists David 
Attenborough and Jane Goodall. 
 
Do the right thing - ensure that the West of England Combined Authority opposes 
Bristol Airport’s destructive plans. 
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STATEMENT 28 – Marion de Berker 
 
I’m writing to you about the appeal against the decision not to allow Bristol Airport to 
expand. 
I am very pleased that Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion 
of, recognising that expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and 
“must not go ahead’. The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate 
emergency in 2019. As a regional leadership, WECA must add their voice and 
publicly oppose airport expansion. 
Thanks, in anticipation, of the right decision here. 
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STATEMENT 29 – Dr Hilary Farey 

I think that WECA should uphold the decision to refuse permission for Bristol Airport 
to expand and prevent One Million Tonnes of additional carbon emissions every 
year. Two out of the 3 WECA authorities are now in opposition to the proposed 
expansion of Bristol Airport. WECA must make the democratic decision to listen to 
their constituents and reverse their support for expansion. Ignoring the decisions of 
local authorities is an unacceptable failure of regional democracy. Bristol City 
Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, stating that 
expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not go ahead’. 
The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency in 2019. As 
a regional leadership, WECA must add their voice and publicly oppose airport 
expansion.  

Rather than facilitating more people to fly, there should be a policy to discourage 
frequent flyers who have a disproportionate effect on the climate emergency. 

As well as carbon emissions there is also the problem of traffic and noise which has 
detrimental environmental impacts. 
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STATEMENT 30 – Felix Watts 
 
The science is clear, the Bristol City Airport expansion is not compatible with the 
continued prosperity of our species. The politics are clear, it is not commensurate 
with national or regional carbon reduction targets and is rightly opposed by Bristol 
City Council and North Somerset Council. WECA now has an opportunity to show 
leadership and to prove that its declaration of a Climate Emergency was not 
meaningless rhetoric. WECA must oppose the Bristol City Airport expansion. 
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STATEMENT 31 – Sian Charnley & Dr Norman Charnley 
 
Dear WECA 
 
Please respect democracy by joining those of your colleagues who are strongly 
opposing the expansion of Bristol airport. 
 
This is an action not only on a local but also on a planetary stage. In a world where 
only 10% of the population have ever flown, and we certainly cannot afford for 
everyone to join the ranks of flyers, we should be aiming as a matter of some 
urgency to reduce rather than increase the number of flights. 
 
Please use your hearts as well as your minds when you make this decision; and 
recall to mind the images of burning forests, widespread flooding, super-charged 
hurricanes and threatened ecosystems. Scientific consensus tells us that it is already 
too late to stop the built-in effect of carbon emissions on climate change for some 
time. But we do have it in our power to mitigate future effects to some extent by 
taking urgent action. We need to set an example whereby no airport expansion is 
acceptable anywhere in the UK.  
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STATEMENT 32 – Lisa Hardless 
 
Bristol airport expansion 
 
With regard to the above subject I will keep it very simple for you all. 
 
Please wake up, open your eyes, use your brains and your powers to stop this 
barbaric act of potential expansion. 
 
You cannot buy love. You cannot buy happiness. You cannot buy a life and last but 
not least you cannot buy good health. 
 
Think of the future generations to come after your demise and your very own flesh 
and blood. Be very personal about it. I felt compelled to write the latter sentence. 
 
Please listen and act upon the opposition to this ridiculous idea. 
I know I am not alone when I physically cry out for help. I am an empath and I am 
dreading the future of my lovely little nieces. Do it for them. Do it for you and yours. 
Do it for all concerned. I am writing this through a flood of tears making no excuses 
whatsoever. 
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STATEMENT 33 – Mary Culhane 

Bristol airport expansion. 

I can't believe that this is even being considered - all you have to do is to listen to the 
science to know that airport expansion has to stop for the future of our 
civilisation.  Do you have children?  Do you care about their futures?  We've done so 
much damage already, we have to stop this madness.  Bristol City Council is now 
publicly and rightly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, stating that 
expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not go ahead’. 
 
I was under the impression that The West of England Combined Authority declared a 
climate emergency in 2019?  Was this greenwash?  It certainly feels like it at the 
moment.  You need to actually start walking the walk and add your voice and 
publicly oppose airport expansion. Please do the right thing before it is too late. 
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STATEMENT 34 – Jacqueline Evans 
 
2 out of the 3 WECA authorities are now in opposition to the proposed expansion of 
Bristol Airport. Please, I ask WECA to make democratic decision to listen to their 
constituents and reverse their support for expansion. Ignoring the decisions of local 
authorities is an unacceptable failure of regional democracy.  
 
Also, I think WECA, by supporting the proposal to expand the airport, is ignoring the 
fact that the planet needs our help urgently - needs us to stop expanding polluting 
projects as if resources were endless.  We can't afford not to respond to the climate 
emergency disaster. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to listen to this and reconsider your decision. 
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STATEMENT 35 – Robert Clarke 
 
Bristol city council and the people of the West Country do not want an expanded 
airport. 
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STATEMENT 36 – Chris Head 

Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, 
stating that expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not 
go ahead’. The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency 
in 2019. As a regional leadership, WECA must add their voice and publicly oppose 
airport expansion.  
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STATEMENT 37 – Lisa Furness 
 
I am writing to express my profound unhappiness at the news that Bristol Airport is 
applying for an expansion, despite the global environmental crisis we are facing due 
to rising carbon emissions. 
 
It is shocking to me that such a polluting and damaging project (predicted to add 
1million tonnes of carbon to Bristol's annual emissions) could be proposed and given 
serious consideration after your own agency declared a climate emergency in 2019 
and as all our political leaders around the world are calling for an urgent reduction in 
carbon emissions. 
 
Any potential short term economic benefits generated by the proposed expansion of 
Bristol Airport must be weighed against the huge (economic, environmental and 
psychological) cost of the consequences of climate change which will be paid for by 
our children if they aren't paid by us. 
 
Please think of the wider consequences of this decision and reject this expansion. 
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STATEMENT 38 – Mark Brown 
 
Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, 
stating that expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not 
go ahead’. 
 
The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency in 2019. As 
a regional leadership, WECA must add its voice and publicly oppose airport 
expansion. 
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STATEMENT 39 – Shankari Raj 
 
We do not want an airport expansion. We have a climate crisis and we reduce 
carbon emission not encourage more flying and therefore more carbon into our 
atmosphere.  
 
Please say NO.  
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STATEMENT 40 – Michael Lloyd-Jones 
 
Dear WECA, 
 
This decade is truly the most defining time the history of humanity.  
 
We know that we are in a climate and ecological emergency. This is indisputable.  
 
What we do in the next 30 years will determine the lives of every living creature on 
the planet for the next one thousand years. My daughter is 2 years old. Before she 
becomes a teenager, the fate of our world, her future, and the futures of billions 
more - and those yet to be born will be sealed, with no turning back. 
 
There is no time to waste, no molecule of carbon that should be emitted if we can 
avoid it.  
 
Knowing this, as we do, the idea of expanding Bristol Airport couldn't be more 
wrong.  
 
85% of Britons are concerned about climate change. 
 
2 out of the 3 WECA authorities are now in opposition to the proposed expansion of 
Bristol Airport. WECA must make the democratic decision to listen to their 
constituents and reverse their support for expansion. Ignoring the decisions of local 
authorities is an unacceptable failure of regional democracy 
 
Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, 
stating that expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not 
go ahead’. The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency 
in 2019. As a regional leadership, WECA must add their voice and publicly oppose 
airport expansion. 
 
If we are to fulfil the agreement made at Paris in 2015, there is absolutely no room in 
our remaining carbon budget for One Million Tonnes of carbon to be emitted every 
single year. 
 
Please do the right thing and oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport.  
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STATEMENT 41 – Jack Doran 
 
Bristol airport expansion 
 
This appeal flies in the face of the democratic decision of North Somerset Council to 
reject the proposals on all of the grounds outlined in that first application. 
Developers are able to over-ride the decisions of elected bodies simply because it is 
too expensive for local authorities to oppose them.  After all, if the local authority is 
successful they, and the taxpayer, will have incurred excessive costs in their cash-
strapped economies whilst success for the developer merely allows them to spread 
their costs on to that of the development. 
Either way, the local taxpayer loses. 
Please put the full weight of your authority behind the decision of N Somerset 
Council and oppose this unjustified appeal. 
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STATEMENT 42 – Lesley Wilson 

I am writing to say that as 2 out of the 3 WECA authorities are now in opposition to 
the proposed expansion of Bristol Airport. I believe WECA must make the 
democratic decision to listen to their constituents and reverse their support for 
expansion.  

Ignoring the decisions of local authorities is an unacceptable failure of regional 
democracy. 
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STATEMENT 43 – Cordelia Hamilton 
 
To the members of the West of England Combined Authority  
 
I am writing to ask you to oppose the proposed  expansion of Bristol Airport.   
 
As you will know, Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the plan meaning 
that two of the three WECA authorities are now against it.  BCC stated that 
expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets; they have concluded that 
it “must not go ahead’. The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate 
emergency in 2019. As a regional leadership, I believe it is the duty of the WECA to 
add their voice and publicly oppose airport expansion.   
 
We must prevent One Million Tonnes of additional carbon emissions every year that 
this expansion will create. 
 
Please do not allow this to expansion happen. 
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STATEMENT 44 – Pat Walmsley 
 
I would like you to discontinue your support for the expansion of Bristol airport and 
join the 2 out of the 3 WECA authorities that are now in declared opposition to the 
proposed expansion. Reductions in flying are essential if we ,as a region, are to 
make a realistic contribution to lowering greenhouse gas emissions and meeting 
targets to keep climate heating to levels which minimise harm.  
 
Continuing support for expansion would be incompatible with the West of England 
Combined Authority's declared a climate emergency. 
 
Additionally, expansion is likely to be a mistake in economic terms as more people 
choose to reduce/eliminate their flights on ethical grounds. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to consider this 
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STATEMENT 45 – Natalie Edwards 
 
I strongly object again (!) to any expansion.  The CO2 and increase in car use is not 
acceptable in a global climate emergency.  This is not compatable with his meeting 
our commitments to the Paris Climate Agreement.  
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STATEMENT 46 – Claire King 
 
Dear WECA, 
 
Please write to the Planning Inspectorate to oppose Bristol Airport Expansion.  
 
Support local democracy, local people and councils have voted against this 
unneccessary airport expansion. There is sufficient capacity. The local infrastructure 
cannot support increased passenger numbers and rather than bringing anything  
positive to the local communities the proposed expansion will make it impossible to 
reach the WofE climate change goals.   
 
I have been a North Somerset resident for 20 years and have been woken by night 
flights, regularly stuck in traffic jams on the A38, experienced the unlawful parking by 
airport users and been disgusted at how great airport have not fulfilled promises with 
regards to car parking in previous planning approval. Enough is enough, no 
expansion please support local people. 
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STATEMENT 47 – Bob Helson 
 
Dear WECA, 
 
I write to ask you to reverse your decision to support the proposed expansion 
of Bristol Airport. Two out of the three WECA authorities have now 
recognised that airport expansion is not compatible with their commitment to 
act on the desperate climate emergency that we all face, and I believe it is 
incumbent on you to do likewise. We cannot continue with "business as 
usual" and somehow expect scientific fact to alter for us. Life is going to get 
more and more difficult for future generations and we cannot bury our heads 
in the sand any longer. We must recognise that this is an emergency. 
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STATEMENT 48 – Mark Bishop 
 
As a resident of Dundry I already feel the strain of the airport on the landscape and 
environment. It feels like such a backward I'll thought out idea to expand the very 
sort of thing we should be reducing! 
 
I strongly oppose the airport expansion and given the state of our climate I feel we 
HAVE to not allow this to happen.  
 
Many thanks for reading.  
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STATEMENT 49 – Luke Curran 
 
I am writing to you against the proposed planning expansion of Bristol airport. 
The proposed expansion would be detrimental to the local environment, as well as 
the nationwide goals for carbon neutrality by 2050. 
 
The airport aims to be carbon neutral for direct emissions by 2025, yet their target for 
completion of the airport is currently in the ‘mid 2020s’, which puts the end date for 
exactly when they are aiming to be carbon neutral. Clearly, not only will excess 
emissions be produced in the construction of this expansion, but airport emissions 
will continue to increase after they are supposed to be carbon neutral. They mention 
in their decarbonisation plan that ‘offsetting is intended to complement continued 
advances in technology’. However, this states rather clearly that the airport is 
depending on carbon-capture and other similar technologies to offset these excess 
emissions in the future. They are operating their entire application on the assumption 
that these technologies will actually be available, which is unlikely.  
 
The extra 23000 flights per year are calculated to cause an increase of 
154ktCO2e/year, which is said to be insignificant. On it’s own, this will still contribute 
significantly to the overall carbon budget. Yet even if this apparently minimalistic 
figure is taken to be a conservative baseline, scaled up by the number of airports in 
the UK, we now have 22176ktCO2e/year, which is incompatible with the government 
guidelines for carbon neutrality by 2050.  
 
One of the ‘five pillars’ of the airport’s values is seeking to reduce their effect on the 
environment. However, they are quite clearly aware of the destruction of land used 
by Horseshoe Bats. They offer a replacement habitat, yet they also claim that they 
may have an opportunity to ‘deliver a net gain for local biodiversity.’ While I have 
emailed them asking to elaborate on this claim, I have not yet had a response. The 
idea that expanding the airport will cause a net increase in biodiversity is a bold 
claim, and their tentative wording suggests they know exactly that they will not be 
able to achieve this. Their focus is not on the environment; they are instead making 
claims about the environment with no visible evidence to distract from the many 
environmental problems they will cause.  
 
Bristol airport estimates they will generate £700 million more after the expansion. 
However, this increase also comes with a 59% increase in emissions. Not only is the 
profit disproportionate to the harm that the emission increase will cause, but their 
strategy for decarbonisation is weak and, as mentioned before, relies on new 
technologies.  
Their current ‘mitigation’ scheme seems to come from the Airport Environmental and 
Amenity Improvement fund, which grants £1 million to local projects. The fact that 
this is currently being used to improve insulation and noise-proofing shows that they 
are currently undoing ‘social damage’ that the airport is causing, and as such are not 
focussed on the environment. If they are unable to tailor most of their focus and 
funding to offsetting emissions before the expansion has begun, it is unrealistic to 
expect that they will be able to mitigate the extra carbon emissions that are released. 
 
Therefore, it is my recommendation that the Planning Inspectorate refuse the 
planning application. This option would protect the environment, and prevent 
pollution increase. Opposition to the expansion has already been demonstrated by 
the refusal of the application by local councils, and the reasons above support this 
view.  
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STATEMENT 50 – Judith Sluglett 
 
2 out of 3 West of England Combined Authority member councils now oppose Bristol 
Airport expansion - will WECA join them?  Please dear WECA, write to the Planning 
Inspectorate to oppose Bristol Airport Expansion. 
 
These expansion proposals would make it impossible to reach West of England 
climate change goals and worsen Bristol's deadly air pollution - all in the name of 
short-term profit. 
 
WECA should say no to Bristol Airport's climate-wrecking greed. 
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STATEMENT 51 – Mike Chaloner 
 
Please OPPOSE the plans to expand Bristol airport. 
 
This expansion would make it IMPOSSIBLE for WECA to meet its climate change 
goals. 
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STATEMENT 52 – Conor O’Neill 
 
A statement about Bristol Airport Expansion: 
Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, 
stating that expansion is "incompatible" with carbon reduction targets and "must not 
go ahead". The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency 
in 2019. As a regional leadership, WECA must add their voice and publicly oppose 
airport expansion.  
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STATEMENT 53 – Thomas Krol 
 
2 out of the 3 WECA authorities are now in opposition to the proposed expansion of 
Bristol Airport. WECA must make the democratic decision to listen to their 
constituents and reverse their support for expansion. Ignoring the decisions of local 
authorities is an unacceptable failure of regional democracy. 
 
Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, 
stating that expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not 
go ahead’. The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency 
in 2019. As a regional leadership, WECA must add their voice and publicly oppose 
airport expansion. 
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STATEMENT 54 – Mark Wood 
 
I’m writing to ask that WECA opposes the proposed expansion of Bristol Airport and 
please contacts the planning inspectors to do so. 
Living in Bristol, I am keen to see the city and the region thrive both economically 
and culturally. However, this must not be at the expense of the environmental health 
of the region or the planet. 
Unless we can find ways of living which do not degrade our environment we will see 
continued and increasing destruction, with commensurate ill health in our population 
and economic costs to society. 
I urge you to use your influence to insist that all future developments in the region 
have neutral greenhouse gas emissions built in from the outset. 
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STATEMENT 55 – Joe Bullard & Hélène Sauvé 
 
 
We are writing to request that WECA make clear its objection to the proposals for 
Bristol Airport Expansion. Two of the three authorities that make up WECA have 
voiced objections to the proposals. In any democratic system, the will of the 
majority should prevail, therefore, it is imperative that WECA makes clear its position 
in opposing these plans.  
 
We shouldn't need to remind you that we are in the midst of a climate and ecological 
crisis, the proposals for expanding Bristol Airport are at odds with the clearly stated 
goal to reach Carbon Zero by 2030 in the WECA Climate Emergency Action Plan 
(September 2020). As a regional governing body, WECA should be leading by 
example in opposing development proposals that do not align with the Action Plan. 
Failure to do so would not only compromise the goals set, but also undermine public 
trust in regional governance and the democratic process. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
Two concerned residents of the West of England, 
 
Joe Bullard, Hélène Sauvé 
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STATEMENT 56 – Julie Milton 
 
I'm writing to ask that WECA write to the Planning Inspectorate to oppose Bristol 
Airport Expansion. Britain can't meet its carbon targets if airports expand. 
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STATEMENT 57 – Mary Collett 

I would like to congratulate WECA on agreeing a multi-million pound coronavirus 
recovery plan aimed at rebuilding the region's economy, protecting jobs and 
retraining workers.  

WECA mayor Tim Bowles has said that the recovery plan and the climate 
emergency plan are closely interlinked and has been quoted as saying "Both plans 
support the significant investment we're committed to across innovation, public 
transport, cycling and walking, supporting businesses and residents' transition to 
low-carbon ways of doing things." 

I applaud this - we know we must switch to a low-carbon lifestyle and drastically 
reduce carbon emissions - according to the One City plan Bristol needs an 88% 
reduction in carbon emissions to reach net zero by 2030. 
As you are all aware, it’s a critical time for changing the way we live.  
We need a healthier, fairer world for the future. 
And so I feel it's encouraging that the three unitary authorities of WECA 
(BANES, South Gloucester and Bristol) have all declared a climate emergency 
and have said that they will put environmental considerations at the heart of 
their decision-making. 

Given all of this rhetoric, I would like to challenge WECA's continued support of 
Bristol Airport's Expansion Plans with the following points  

• It has been calculated that the true cost of Bristol Airport's expansion plans 
will be an extra million tons of carbon in our local atmosphere once the extra 
12,000 flights and all the car journeys from the 2 million 
additional passengers have been factored in. This cannot be compatible with 
a 'low carbon lifestyle' that WECA Mayor Tim Bowles has said he( and 
WECA) are committed to. 

• The NEF report made at the time of the original planning application 
comprehensively debunked the supposed economic benefits of Bristol’s 
airport expansion. The airport has already made 25% of its workforce 
redundant due to the Coronavirus pandemic. Surely these airport workers 
would be ideal people to re-train into 'green' jobs through WECA's 
coronavirus recovery plan? 

• If expansion happens, locals around Bristol Airport will have to bear the brunt 
of more noise, more air pollution & huge increases in traffic just so that the 
affluent minority can take more flights. Surely the health and well-being of 
WECA residents should be more important than more holiday flights? 

• And finally - who benefits from airport expansion? One of the world’s largest 
pension funds based in Canada. NOT the local people and NOT the local 
environment. 

Bristol City Council has recently expressed its clear opposition to the appeal made 
by Bristol Airport. 
 
Bath & North East Somerset already officially objected to the Airport expansion in 
2019 before the plans were rejected by neighbouring North Somerset Council. 
 
This means that two thirds of the constituent parts of WECA have officially opposed 
Bristol Airport's Expansion plans and yet WECA is still on record as officially 
supporting the expansion plans. 
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Surely we live in a democracy and this stance of support must now change so that 
WECA's opposition to Bristol Airports expansion plans can be registered before the 
appeal process starts.  
 
I call upon WECA to officially withdraw its support for Bristol's airport expansions 
plans NOW (at this meeting) - and to officially oppose Bristol Airport's appeal. 
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The last time Bristol Airport applied to expand their operation I made a statement outlining my concerns about 
the effect of air pollution on health. 
The Bristol Airport business model depends on increasing the number travellers driving to the airport to pay 
huge amounts for parking and will lead to increased emissions from both aircraft and cars.  

These facts were presented by a British Lung Foundation Professor at the British Thoracic Society meeting in 
2018. 

Of the four main sources of air pollution – agriculture, domestic sources, power generation and industrial 
processes and road transport, road transport is by far the most significant source of pollution at 34% of the 
total.  

Three out of the top five causes of health problems in the EU are directly linked to air pollution. COPD, lower 
respiratory tract infections and asthma. Also new research commissioned by the British Heart Foundation 
estimates that up to 11,000 heart and circulatory disease deaths in the UK every year are attributable to 
particulate air pollution. 

Air pollution due to NOX emissions and particulates provokes spikes in hospital admissions and GP visits. 
Researchers likened people with lung conditions as ‘canaries in the coalmine’ as they are the first to be 
affected by air pollution.   

NOTHING has changed. In fact, a new study estimates that a considerable proportion of premature deaths in 
European cities could be avoided annually by lowering air pollution concentrations, particularly below WHO 
guidelines.  Compliance with WHO air pollution guidelines could prevent 51 213 (95% CI 34 036–68 682) 
deaths per year for PM2·5 exposure and 900 (0–2476) deaths per year for NO2 exposure. 
Khamenko et al. Premature mortality due to air pollution in European cities: a health impact assessment.  
Lancet Planet Health 2021. January 19, 2021 https://doi.org/10.1016/ S2542-5196(20)30272-2 

WECA must reject the Bristol Airport expansion plans.  
Local peoples’ health and wellbeing is at stake, as is the health of the planet. 
Human health and the health of the planet must be considered more important than cars, aeroplanes and 
Canadian teachers’ pension fund profits.  

Dr Jane Paxton 

January 2021 

I call upon WECA to oppose the expansion of  Bristol airport 

• 2 out of the 3 WECA authorities are now in opposition to the proposed expansion of Bristol Airport.
WECA must make the democratic decision to listen to their constituents and reverse their support for 
expansion. Ignoring the decisions of local authorities is an unacceptable failure of regional democracy. 

• Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, stating that expansion
is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not go ahead’. 

• The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency in 2019.
As regional leaders, WECA must stand by this declaration, add their voice and publicly oppose 
airport expansion. 

STATEMENT 58 - Jane Paxton
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STATEMENT 59 – Caroline New 
 
I urge you to oppose Bristol Airport’s appeal against the North Somerset rejection of 
its expansion plan.  
WECA has voted to go carbon neutral by 2030. You are in the process of designing 
a tool to assess the carbon impact of your transport plans going forward. Your 
biggest constituent bodies, plus North Somerset, voted against the expansion plan. It 
makes every sort of sense for you to use your emergency powers to vote against the 
airport’s appeal and to make your position public. I want to draw your attention to the 
false environmental claims being put forward in this appeal. 
  

1.      The airport’s owners, the Ontario Teachers Pension Plan, is one of 
the biggest pension funds in the world. It has recently boasted of its intention 
to go carbon neutral by 2050, yet it is refusing Canadian students’ demand 
that it divest from its big investments in fossil fuels and stop expanding its 
airports. A singular lack of urgency there.  

  
2.      Similarly the aviation industry claims it will go carbon neutral by 2050 
through the CORSIA carbon offsetting scheme. This involves contributing to 
green schemes which supposedly save carbon emissions in poorer 
countries, compensating for the emissions from aviation when actually they 
must be reduced. This is greenwash. Carbon offsetting can have a small 
legitimate role in making up for existing carbon emissions we can’t yet 
reduce, but cannot justify accepting or even increasing current levels, which 
have to be cut. We are in an emergency. Running on the spot will not work. 
We have just lived through the hottest year since records began!  

  
3.       The airport’s Addendum to its previous statement about the 
environmental impact of its plan is yet another example of greenwash. In the 
small print we read that their calculations of the amount of dangerous 
emissions deliberately leaves out contrails, believed to have three times 
more global warming effect than carbon emissions themselves. In these trails 
water vapour condenses around soot from the plane’s exhaust and freezes to 
form cirrus clouds which trap heat – but because the exact relationship 
between this process and cloud coverage is not yet known, there is as yet no 
agreed way of measuring the amount of pollution involved. But we know it’s 
high, and extremely dangerous. The measurement uncertainty is used by the 
airport as a reason for leaving contrails out of its calculations 
altogether. Presumably they have never heard of the precautionary principle. 
If you know rhubarb leaves are poisonous, but you don’t know exactly how 
dangerous they are, you don’t feed them to your kids.  

  
4.      The airport’s appeal is trying to take advantage of a particular historical 
moment in which planning law has not caught up with the climate emergency. 
There are plenty of others in the Addendum. Please, WECA, don’t join in the 
rush towards greenwash. We don’t need ‘back to normal’, where ‘normality’ 
means passing the damage to the environment and the cost of adaptation to 
our children and future generations. What we need is a new and better, 
genuinely sustainable, normal. Please don’t allow your declaration of Climate 
Emergency to become a mockery, like the hypocritical environmental 
statements of the airport and its owners.    
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STATEMENT 60 – Vanessa Glasgow 
 
Please oppose Bristol Airport expansion. It is the wrong thing for the planet and 
completely unnecessary. 
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STATEMENT 61 – Alison Allan 
 
Dear Mayor Bowles 
It is unthinkable that WECA can condone in any way the expansion of Bristol Airport. 
Whilst North Somerset is not yet a member of WECA, WECA's views and influence 
are still valid. 
 
Two out of the three WECA authorities are now in opposition to the proposed 
expansion of Bristol Airport. WECA must make the democratic decision to listen to 
their constituents and reverse their support for expansion. Ignoring the decisions of 
local authorities is an unacceptable failure of regional democracy. 
 
Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, 
stating that expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not 
go ahead’.  
 
WECA have declared a climate emergency and as such cannot condone more CO2 
emissions in the WECA area, especially as the ongoing pandemic is going to reduce 
the world's ability to travel internationally. There can be no business case for 
expansion. 
 
Please make a public statement opposing the expansion. 
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STATEMENT 62 – Dawn McGhee 
 
As a North Somerset resident I supported North Somerset Council’s declaration of a 
climate emergency and subsequent rejection of the original application to expand 
Bristol Airport. 
I understand from Dr Adrian Gibbs of the Environmental Consultancy, Eunomia that 
the all-told impact of the current planning application to 12 million passengers by 
2025 is likely to be around 920ktpa CO2 per annum, six times greater than the 
154ktpa CO2 stated in the airport’s original environmental statement.  This increase 
in CO2 emissions directly from jet planes will cancel out NSC’s efforts to reduce local 
climate change emissions. 
B&NES has spoken out against airport expansion for some time, rightly seeing it as 
an essential area to manage in the light of the Climate &Nature Emergency. They 
commented against the original airport expansion proposal. More recently Bristol has 
also made a statement seeing the incompatibility of expansion to their Net Zero 
goals and councillors will now be objecting to the expansion via the public 
consultation which runs until 22nd February. WECA supported expansion in the 
original appeal, but much has changed since then, not least Bristol City Council's 
recent decision. 
 The recent report from the Committee for Climate Change, a statutory advisory 
body to the UK government, is clear that there should be no net expansion of 
airports, and points to the damaging impact of carbon emissions. Although the 
airport has plans to offset future carbon use, this misses the point, as offsetting 
schemes are needed to offset existing carbon emissions while they are also 
reduced, not to counter new and future emissions. 
 I am now calling on WECA to meet its democratic role to represent the views of its 
constituents and to stand by those councillors who have already voted in their 
authorities against expansion. I ask you to use your emergency powers to take a 
vote in this meeting or via other methods immediately after this meeting. Please 
state that you believe that Bristol Airport should not expand as it runs counter to the 
region's vision to work towards carbon net zero, and that that you will write to the 
public consultation for the Appeal, as a regional authority, to express this view.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
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STATEMENT 63 – Duncan Still 
 
I and many of my fellow health professionals colleagues, are profoundly 
disappointed with your decision to pursue Bristol Airport expansion. 
I urge you to reconsider on grounds of public health and climate emergency. Future 
generations will salute and praise you if you reverse your course now but, I fear, will 
be less favourable if you choose not to. You are in a position of great power and 
authority. I urge you to use it well. Our future depends on it. 
  
Background. 
1. Bristol City Council carried a motion on Dec 8th which said that the planned Bristol 
Airport expansion ‘must not go ahead’. This was a change from their previous 
position and has important implications for WECA. 
  
2. The current stated position of WECA is to support the expansion of the airport (as 
stated in a letter submitted by them to the planning authorities). 
  
3. That stated position must now change. This is because WECA is made up of 
three authorities; Bristol City Council, BANES and Sth. Glos, and two out of the three 
(BANES and now Bristol) are now against the plans. WECA’s views must reflect this 
majority opinion. 
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STATEMENT 64 – Marion Steiner 
 
I would like to make a statement of objection to the proposed approval by WECA of 
the Bristol Airport expansion. This would be very much against the climate change 
emergency which has been declared by several councils within this area. It’s not in 
the interests of people of North Somerset or the west of England for the airport to 
expand at this time, Bristol amd BANES councils have stated there objections to the 
airport expansion and I’d like to call upon WECA to reject this appeal. 
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STATEMENT 65 – Utah Weber 
 
Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, 
stating that expansion is incompatible with carbon reduction targets and must not go 
ahead. The world’s leading climate scientists have warned there is only a dozen 
years for global warming to be kept to a maximum of 1.5C, beyond which even half a 
degree will significantly worsen the risks of drought, floods, extreme heat and 
poverty for hundreds of millions of people. At the current level of commitments, the 
world is on course for a disastrous 3C of warming. “Climate change is occurring 
earlier and more rapidly than expected. Even at the current level of 1.1C warming, it 
is painful.”   
 
The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency in 
2019. As a regional leadership, WECA must add their voice and publicly oppose 
airport expansion. I therefore urge you to reconsider support for an airport 
expansion. 
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STATEMENT 66 – Maggie Singham 

* 2 out of the 3 WECA authorities are now in opposition to the proposed expansion 
of Bristol Airport. WECA must make the democratic decision to listen to their 
constituents and reverse their support for expansion. Ignoring the decisions of local 
authorities is an unacceptable failure of regional democracy. 

* Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, 
stating that expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not 
go ahead’. The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency 
in 2019. As a regional leadership, WECA must add their voice and publicly oppose 
airport expansion. 
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STATEMENT 67 – Peter Andresen 
 
I am a resident of North Somerset who lobbied my district councillors to reject the 
planning application for Bristol Airport expansion.  In February 2020, councillors 
voted 18 to 7 to reject the expansion proposals. Bristol Airport has subsequently 
appealed against this decision. 
 
The recent report from the Committee for Climate Change, a statutory advisory body 
to the UK government, is clear that there should be no net expansion of airports, and 
points to the damaging impact of carbon emissions. Although the airport has plans to 
offset future carbon use, this misses the point , as offsetting schemes are needed to 
offset existing carbon emissions while they are also reduced, not to counter new and 
future emissions. 
 
I believe that the last statement on Bristol Airport expansion by WECA was to 
support this proposal. Since that time, both Bristol and B&NS have voted against 
expansion. As these authorities contribute about 75% of the population in WECA, it 
is incumbent on WECA to meet its democratic role to represent the views of its 
constituents and to stand by those councillors who have already voted in their 
authorities against expansion. I request that you use your emergency powers to take 
a vote in this meeting or via other methods immediately after this meeting. The 
wording could simply be 'We believe that Bristol Airport should not expand as it runs 
counter to the region's vision to work towards carbon net zero, and we will write to 
the public consultation for the Appeal, as a regional authority, to express this view' 
 
I hope this view can be taken into account. 
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STATEMENT 68 – Nicola Bindon 
 
In light of the fact that Bristol City Council now opposes the expansion of Bristol 
Airport, meaning that two out of the three WECA authorities oppose it, as a Bristol 
and WECA resident I feel strongly that WECA should change its position regarding 
the expansion to reflect this majority view and Tim Bowles write to the planning 
inspectorate to state this objection.   
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STATEMENT 69 – Janine Amos 
 
As a citizen of Bristol, I am greatly concerned about carbon emissions at a local, 
regional, national and worldwide level, and I can see that the expansion of Bristol 
City Airport is incompatible with carbon reduction targets. My understanding is that 
two out of three WECA authorities are now in opposition to expanding Bristol airport 
and that Bristol City Council is publicly opposed to the expansion. 

Since WECA declared a Climate Emergency in 2019 and in light of the above, I ask 
that they show leadership at a regional level and formally oppose Bristol airport 
expansion. 
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STATEMENT 70 – Lynette Blanchard 
 
I am opposed to the airport expansion.  
The airport is in a rural area and expansion would have a serious impact on the 
immediate environment.  
Already the small  roads in the area are being used as cut throughs. This is 
dangerous as these small roads are used by cyclists, walkers, horse riders.  
There is already increased rubbish by the sides of the road, in particular plastic 
bottles and takeaway cartons, which are harmful to the planet, not to mention looking 
unsightly and this would become even worse.  
The airport is busy enough in the summer season with planes taking off from 
6am  every day and continuing throughout the day and right up to midnight at least. 
This is disturbing to the nearby houses and the wildlife. 
After covid I think people will be looking at alternative modes  of transport and 
staying within the UK , so an expansion will be totally unnecessary.  
I believe the airport is already as busy  and as big as it needs to be to service the 
south west. 
 Further expansion is not needed. As a nation we should be reducing the number of 
flights to try and delay to climate change. 
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STATEMENT 71 – Tony Jones 

Public Forum statement for WECA meeting to be held on 29 January, 2021  

 

Request for WECA to make a submission to the Bristol airport expansion planning 
appeal 

 

Individuals, local groups and organisations are invited to submit comments as part of the 
planning appeal process into possible expansion of Bristol airport. Comments must be made 
by 22 February 2021. 

The planning inspectorate will be particularly keen to hear of new information or material 
changes since the refusal of planning permission in the spring of 2020. Given this, it is 
incumbent on WECA to inform the planning inspectorate that the position of its constituent 
authorities has changed. Two out of the three local authorities now opposes airport 
expansion. 

On 8 December 2020, at a meeting of the Full Council of Bristol City Council, it was agreed 
that the Council would oppose current plans for the expansion of Bristol Airport. To quote 
from the minutes of that meeting, “the Council acknowledges that airport expansion is 
incompatible with Bristol, the West of England and the region’s carbon reduction targets and 
therefore must not go ahead”.    

This is the last (relevant) WECA meeting before the deadline for comments to be made to 
the planning inspectorate. Therefore, on behalf of WECA, Mayor Bowles should now write to 
the planning inspectorate, before 22 February 2021, to inform it that, following the decision 
of Bristol City Council, WECA itself is now in opposition to expansion plans for Bristol airport.  

 

Thank you 

Tony Jones, Bristol resident 
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STATEMENT 72 – Andrea Mackay 
 
I wish to make a statement asking the West of England Combined Authority to oppose the 
Bristol Airport expansion plans.  
 
Last February the North Somerset Council voted overwhelmingly to support the motion that 
the bid to expand Bristol Airport should be rejected. They took this decision after carefully 
weighing up both the benefits and costs of such a move. Although the region might have 
benefited in the short term from the creation of more jobs, the Council took the decision that 
other factors held greater weight: increased air and noise pollution to the immediate area, 
greater traffic congestion and environmental degradation to the surrounding area, as well as 
the overall contribution, through emissions, to global warming.  
North Somerset Council did what movements and organisations all around the world are 
beginning to do – they realised that decisions must sometimes be based on more important 
values other than purely economic ones. 
 
Residents who fall within West of England Combined Authority’s remit, will be far less 
directly affected by these issues, so surely it is incumbent on the West Of England 
Combined Authority to voice an opinion that respects and supports the council and residents 
of North Somerset. This is even more true now that two of the three regions within West Of 
England Combined Authority -BANES and the City of Bristol - have also made clear their 
opposition to further airport expansion.  

This year of Covid has given everyone the chance to reflect on the direction we want our 
society to take – and that is clearly one where we make a transition to a greener, more 
sustainable and more equitable way of life. Key to this is transforming job opportunities, so 
that we are not creating jobs in old carbon-intensive activities (such as airports and flying) 
but in new green technologies and sectors such as building sustainable homes, mitigating 
flood risks, creating sustainable energy systems and recycling waste more efficiently.  The 
West of England Combined Authority itself has acknowledged this in its intentions to provide 
more support in Educational Institutions involved in offering training in these areas, and also 
in its plans to review the Joint Local Transport Plan so that more concrete strategies to 
encourage active travel can be facilitated and implemented. Opposing further expansion of 
Bristol airport does not mean that business and the economy has to suffer – the exciting 
plans for much greater rail connectivity in the region are more likely to create both more 
short and long term economic benefits than air connectivity. Expanding the airport would 
only be likely to compete with other transport options, such as rail, and discourage 
alternatives such as business meetings on-line and local tourism. 

WECA has itself declared a climate emergency and as our regional governing body, it has a 
duty to show leadership in this area, as well as showing support for the local authorities 
within its parameters. The latest IPCC reports show that future difficulties are going to be 
much more severe and are much closer than we want to imagine, and that we are running 
out of time to redirect our resources and energies. Plans for airport expansion all over the 
world need to be mothballed until a far distant time when planes run on something other than 
fossil fuels. Living in a rich, small country, we are among those who can certainly afford to 
sacrifice that extra flight abroad for a city break or a stag/hen weekend. Even with a growing 
population, Bristol airport will be able to cater for the needs and desires of most or all 
passengers well into the next decade. It may be that in the 2030’s, when we have a better 
idea of the progress we are making towards net zero carbon emissions, that this issue can 
be revisited. 

In 2021, however, the best option is definitely for Bristol airport not to grow in any form, 
either through increased flights or increased car parking.  
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I therefore call on the Committee to retract their support statement for Bristol Airport 
Expansion plans and commit to submitting a letter of objection to the appeal process. 
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STATEMENT 73 - Cllrs Trevor Jones and Nic Labuschagne 

 

Dear WECA Committee Members, 

 

As the elected members for the Winterbourne Ward of South Gloucestershire Council, we welcome 
the submission of the Strategic Outline Business Case for the Winterbourne and Frampton Cotterell 
bypass. 

As one of the communities that lies directly between Yate, the Ring Road and the motorway 
network, our Ward is one that finds itself increasingly hit by extensive congestion, which of course 
has an impact locally, both on travel delays and air quality. This is a problem that we are pleased is 
being addressed directly by WECA and we want to thank Mayor Bowles, a former local Councillor 
himself for the Ward, for his support in delivering this scheme that has been a central campaign of 
ours for a number of years. 

The creation of this proposed bypass would be a significant step, not only in alleviating traffic 
problems in our area and reducing the disruption that residents have had to become accustomed to, 
but would also present opportunities to work towards our climate emergency commitments, both at 
a local and regional level, presenting a new direct route which public transport could benefit from, 
alongside opportunities for new segregated walking and cycling provision. We are pleased to see in 
the Investment Fund report before you today that the option for the bypass would be considered 
alongside a variant of the metrobus in the development of an Outline Business Case expected next 
year. 

With the reduction of congestion in mind, we also want to welcome the partnership working 
between South Gloucestershire Council and WECA on the delivery of the Yate Park and Ride, due to 
open later this year, which will also do its part in alleviating congestion in the area, providing 
residents and commuters with another avenue by which they can get out of their cars and opt for 
more sustainable forms of transport, whether heading into Yate or to Bristol.  

We hope that you will approve the business case before you today and trust that the Combined 
Authority and the Council will continue to work effectively together in the delivery of the bypass and 
improved transport solutions across the region as a whole. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Cllrs Trevor Jones and Nic Labuschagne 

Members for Winterbourne Ward 

South Gloucestershire Council 
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STATEMENT 74 – Joy Kearney 

I am emailing to urge you to oppose the Expansion of Bristol Airport. 

Supporting the expansion completely undermines The West of England Combined 
Authority’s declaration of a climate emergency in 2019.  It makes a nonsense of the 
declaration and engenders mistrust of the Authority. 

Secondly, 2 out of the 3 WECA authorities are now in opposition to the proposed 
expansion of Bristol Airport.  

Thirdly, Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol 
Airport, stating that expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and 
“must not go ahead’ 

WECA must make the democratic decision to listen to their constituents and reverse 
their support for expansion. Ignoring the decisions of local authorities is an 
unacceptable failure of regional democracy. 

I urge you to uphold the principles of democracy, reverse your decision and oppose 
the expansion of Bristol Airport. 
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STATEMENT 75 – Rosemary Clarke 

Bristol City Council is now publicly opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport, 
stating that expansion is “incompatible” with carbon reduction targets and “must not 
go ahead’. The West of England Combined Authority declared a climate emergency 
in 2019. As a regional leadership, WECA must add their voice and publicly oppose 
airport expansion.  

2 out of the 3 WECA authorities are now in opposition to the proposed expansion of 
Bristol Airport. WECA must make the democratic decision to listen to their 
constituents and reverse their support for expansion. Ignoring the decisions of local 
authorities is an unacceptable failure of regional democracy. 
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STATEMENT 76 – Tim Reynolds 
 
I am writing to you to urge you to withdraw your support of the Bristol airport 
expansion.  
 
I live in Whitchurch Village (Banes) who already opposes the expansion as well as 
Bristol City. I find it outrageous that two of your constituents oppose this and WECA 
is in favour. How can you justifiably do this? It is a complete disregard for local 
democracy. 
 
I appreciate that North Somerset sits outside of WECA and you, therefore, feel it is 
not your battle to fight. However, yes it is. As a wider West of England, all 
constituents should oppose this in line with our national ambitions to curb the impact 
of climate change. 
 
I’d be quite embarrassed if I was you... Banes and BCC are like disobedient children 
rebelling (for the right reasons) whilst WECA turn the other cheek.... shameful. 
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STATEMENT 77 – J. Purkis 
 
I wish to make a statement for the WECA meeting about Bristol Airport's appeal 
against the decision not to expand. 
 
It is imperative that we start finding sustainable ways to travel. Extending the airport 
here in Bristol - where air pollution is already so bad that it kills five people a week - 
makes no sense to me.  
 
We are in a climate emergency and we need to find a way to address this alongside 
our transport and transport infrastructure. Economic imperatives can work within a 
sustainable environmental plan that puts both our health and the welfare of future 
generations at its heart. Not more of the same but the green recovery that Is now 
being promised nationally. 
 
Bristol Airport have claimed that they can make the airport carbon neutral by 2050. 
However, this is only if you don't count the carbon created by all the planes and cars 
which travel to and from the airport. They are suggesting that they can use electric 
planes soon to reduce their emissions, but this is greenwashing; electric plane 
batteries will need to be 43 times heavier than engines, meaning they will only be 
feasible for short haul flights. Yet 84% of flights are long haul. 
 
We have a responsibility to stand up for a new and different ways of traveling. Profit 
margins and global travel should not trump our duty to our own health and the future 
of our children. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
J Purkis 
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STATEMENT 78 – Darcy Mitchell 
 
Two of the three councils that make up WECA now oppose Bristol Airport’s planning 
appeal. This is in addition to North Somerset Council, which refused the planning 
application in the first place. 
  
These councils have adopted their positions for legitimate reasons, and it does not 
make sense that WECA itself should go against their wishes. 
  
When considering the airport expansion plan, our elected representatives must bear 
in mind that the goal of airport owners Ontario Teachers Pension Plan (OTPP) is to 
make money. It is the job of our elected representatives to do what is right for local 
communities, and to uphold the principles of local democracy and accountability. 
  
WECA has a duty to protect the integrity of local democracy, and to take seriously 
the concerns that residents have legitimately expressed through their elected 
representatives: The well-documented health impacts that expansion will have on 
people living near the airport; the massive increase in greenhouse gas emissions 
that will result; the damage to the local environment and pressure on local 
infrastructure; the unsound predictions of economic benefits that would allegedly be 
generated by flying more people away from the South West to other destinations.  
  
This week, Environment Secretary George Eustice has been widely quoted on 
media (BBC Radio 4 ‘Today Programme’, Sky News) stating what is already well 
understood by those suffering the consequences: That climate change has led to 
and is leading to much more frequent extreme rainfall events in the UK, and that 
severe flooding is an inevitable consequence of this. To decide to generate extra 
annual carbon emissions equivalent to a city the size of Bristol at this time is 
unconcscionable. 
  
None of these issues are concerns for OTPP. But they are very real concerns for 
those of us who live in south west England. They will intensify if this expansion is 
allowed to proceed, and weigh heavily on the reputation of political institutions that 
do not act in a principled way. 
  
Given the opposition of Bristol and BANES councils, not to mention North Somerset 
itself, the only honourable and democratic course of action is for WECA to formally 
oppose Bristol Airport’s planning appeal, and for Tim Bowles to write to the planning 
inspectorate stating this objection. 
 
Thank you for your time. 
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STATEMENT 79 – Olwen Gillespie 
 
I am writing to you as a local resident of Bristol airport asking you to withdraw your 
support for the expansion of Bristol Airport. 
 
The Government says it is looking to a greener future and wants to cut down on 
carbon emissions. But the expansion of the airport will increase emissions by 
thousands if not millions of tonnes of carbon. We should be looking to reducing our 
flights not increasing them. 
 
More flights means more air pollution, more cars on our already busy local roads, 
and the destruction of the green belt for car parks. 
 
The airport is also asking for more night flights….so not only will the poor locals be 
affected by more day flights, they will also find that their night times are disrupted by 
more night flights. This is totally unacceptable. 
 
The negative effect of expansion heavily outweighs a few extra jobs that might be 
created. It means in fact that the local population will suffer to make more money for 
people who live thousands of miles away and are members of the Ontario pension 
fund. 
 
I urge you not to support this expansion. 
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STATEMENT 80 – Sophie Wright 
 
I am writing to oppose the application for Bristol Airport expansion for the following 
reasons:- 
 
* Bristol City Council has opposed the expansion of Bristol Airport on the grounds 
that is not compatible with carbon reduction targets and must not go ahead.  I 
strongly agree with this. 
 
* Two out of the three WECA authorities are against the proposed expansion.  
WECA must listen to their constituents and make the democratic decision to reverse 
their support for the expansion otherwise it would be a failure of local democracy. 
 
* WECA declared a climate emergency in 2019 and it is incompatible with this 
decision to support this expansion. 
 
On a personal level, I use to fly a lot from Bristol Airport but cut down on flying even 
before the pandemic.  Many of my friends are doing the same.  We must stop this 
expansion to prevent additional carbon emissions every year - for the planet sake 
and our families. 
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STATEMENT 81 – Duncan Struthers 
 
Please can you report to the meeting on the 28th January, my objection to the current 
position being proposed by WECA? 

There are others more able to set out the reasons for this objection, but I would summarise 
my concerns as- 

Given that WECA declared a climate emergency in 2019, why would it continue to support 
the expansion of Bristol Airport which will generate an additional 1 million tonnes of carbon 
emissions a year?  

The short-term focus, on rebuilding a transport system with a short lifestyle and outdated 
economics as clearly demonstrated by all scientific studies has no merit 
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STATEMENT 82 – Cllr Carla Denyer 

Bristol Airport – submission to planning inspectorate 

Statement by Cllr Carla Denyer  

Dear WECA members, 

In July 2019, WECA followed its constituent local authorities in declaring a climate 
emergency. This was the right thing to do both for its own sake, and to democratically reflect 
the wishes of its constituent councils. 

On 8th December 2020 Bristol City Council carried a motion which said that the planned 
Bristol Airport expansion “must not go ahead”, aligning with the position already held by 
BANES Council. This is a change from Bristol City Council’s previous position and has 
important implications for WECA.  

As you will be aware, the current stated position of WECA is to support the expansion of the 
airport (as stated in a letter submitted by you to the planning authorities). 

However, two out of the three authorities in WECA are now against the plans for expansion 
of Bristol Airport. So in order to democratically reflect the wishes of its member councils, I 
sincerely hope that WECA will now change its official position. 

Please will you announce this change of position and make a submission to the planning 
inspectorate stating your opposition to the expansion, on the grounds of its incompatibility 
with WECA’s own carbon reduction targets and declaration of a climate emergency? Or at 
least withdraw your current explicit support? 

Note: 

In case members consider the airport to be outside of WECA’s remit on account of the 
airport being located just outside WECA’s boundaries, I’d like to remind members that the 
Climate Emergency declaration made by Bristol City Council included a commitment to 
reach carbon neutrality by 2030, including scopes 1, 2 and 3 emissions. 

Scope 3 emissions in the Greenhouse Gas Emissions protocol “include the use of 
international transport and emissions from the production of goods and services consumed 
in the city but produced elsewhere.” [Source: Bristol City Council Mayor’s Climate 
Emergency Action Plan 2019: 
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/33379/Mayor%27s+Climate+Emergency+Actio
n+Plan+2019+FINAL]  

The emissions generated by flights in and out of Bristol airport by residents and businesses 
based inside WECA’s boundaries are therefore very much WECA’s business. 

Thank you. 
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STATEMENT 83 – Julia Hammond 

I would like you to ensure that the WECA Mayor writes to the planning inspectorate to 
oppose the appeal to expand Bristol Airport. This is to reflect the fact that 2 of the three 
WECA authorities (Bristol and BathNES) are opposed and there are very good reasons for 
this. 

Airport expansion is based on an unrealistic estimation of future air travel. Covid has 
exposed the weaknesses of being so reliant on this and had seriously made us question the 
sense of expansion in flights. The climate crisis makes any decision to expand flying 
nonsensical. It is imperative that we reduce flights to the minimum and make decisions about 
what is essential with a limited carbon budget. Some of the suggested tech solutions are 
unviable or would need to be applied to a static or reduced flying volume to make a 
difference to carbon emissions. The idea of a carbon neutral airport is laughable. 

In addition to a climate crisis we are facing a mass extinction of species. The light pollution 
alone will have a serious effect on the insect population in the area which is seriously 
threatened already.  
When the insect population crashes this has a profound effect on species which should be 
under our protection such as horseshoe bats that live in the area. Noise and air pollution 
also massively disrupt wildlife. 
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STATEMENT 84 – Jacqueline Walkden 

Statement on the expansion of Bristol Airport for WECA meeting on 29 January 2021 

Scientists tell us that the climate is at its warmest for 12,000 years and we are now in 
‘unchartered territory’, only 37 ppm of atmospheric CO2 from the predicted tipping point for 
catastrophic climate change. We have gone beyond there being any doubt about climate 
change and the devastating effects it is having, in terms of UK flooding, poor harvests, 
wildfires, drought, loss of snow-melt water sources and premature deaths, etc. Yet 
companies are still planning for business as usual – among them Bristol Airport. The 
airport’s plans for expansion do not involve cutting emissions to zero. Such promises are 
attention grabbing headlines. The reality is it only cut emissions by 15% between 2014 and 
2019 and only plans for 15% of passengers to arrive by public transport by the time 
passenger numbers reach 10 million. Its main plan for carbon neutrality is to pay other 
companies to make the cuts for them through offsetting and to hope and pray aviation 
technology will dramatically change. A possibility that many analysts say is wishful thinking. 
If we are to truly tackle climate change, there is no room for this kind of planning. It has to be 
realistic and based on currently available technology. The cuts have to be real. There can be 
no more gambling with the future. 

Until now WECA has supported the airport. However, but given the above and the 
government’s Committee on Climate Change’s 6th Annual Budget, which called for no airport 
expansion, it must surely be better to reassess its position. I call on WECA to join Bristol City 
Council and respect the views of North Somerset Council and the residents of North 
Somerset and add weight to their decision to reject the airport’s plans, which would increase 
the regions’ emissions by over one million tonnes CO2 equivalent per year. This is 
particularly important if WECA’s declaration on the climate emergency is to be credible and if 
the UK Government target of 70% cuts in emissions by 2030 are to be met. 

Given North Somerset’s residents and council are against the expansion, if it goes ahead 
with the endorsement of surrounding councils there must surely be questions about who 
should be responsible for not only the costs of mitigating against the loss of amenity caused 
by to local residents but also against the huge environmental costs of offsetting the 
emissions. Furthermore, residents in the WECA region cannot be expected to make cuts 
themselves if they see their councils overriding their own climate pledges.  

Jacqueline Walkden 
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STATEMENT 85 – Helen Tann 

I wish to send a statement for the WECA meeting about Bristol Airport's appeal against the 
decision not to expand. 

This airport expansion is not legally compliant with the Climate Change Act, the Paris 
Agreement or the Government’s commitment to be carbon neutral by 2050. At this time of a 
climate emergency, the airport expansion would mean a further one million tonnes of carbon 
would be emitted annually. 

WECA is a combined authority in which 2/3 constituent members (Bristol and B&NES) are 
formally opposed to Bristol Airport expansion. 

Please vote to block this appeal 

Helen Tann 
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STATEMENT 86 – Benedict Pagani 

I am writing today to ask WECA to write to the Planning Inspectorate to oppose Bristol 
Airport Expansion. 

I believe that expanding the airport will be detrimental as it will increase air pollution and 
greenhouse gasses being counter productive in a region that has declared a climate 
emergency. The UK Government has set 2050 as the target to be net carbon zero and 
expanding airports does not help achieve this.  

It will also increase noise pollution in the surrounding neighbourhoods and they will see no 
benefits. 

Thank you 
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STATEMENT 87 – Ollie Lax 

Please see my public statement for the 'Joint meeting - West of England Combined Authority 
Committee and West of England Joint Committee' to be held on 29/01/21 below: 

I am writing to implore you to change your stance in support of Bristol Airport expansion. All 
of WECA's constituent authorities have now declared climate emergencies which is 
fantastic. The next harder stage is to take real and impactful action to reduce our carbon 
emissions across the West of England. The Climate Emergency action plan you published in 
October is a great first step, however to miss out any mention of airport expansion here is 
inexcusable. Expansion would mean a further 1 million tonnes of additional carbon 
emissions a year which is colossal and completely the wrong direction for becoming net zero 
by 2030. 

It's not too late to change your minds on this - Bristol City Council have recently decided to 
oppose the expansion plans (which now means two of the three authorities that make up 
WECA are against expansion). A change in stance could help to influence the outcome of 
the coming appeal process to overturn the decision by North Somerset council not to expand 
the airport. Doing this will show that you are serious about the grave threat that climate 
change has on our communities and will put you on the right side of history. Most 
importantly, it may make it easier for the West of England to become genuinely carbon 
neutral by 2030. 
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STATEMENT 88 – Mavis Zutshi 

1 1 

Statement to the Joint Meeting of WECA on the expansion of Bristol 
International Airport 

I believe there are three compelling reasons why WECA must formally withdraw its 
support for the proposed expansion of Bristol international Airport (BIA). 

The first is that WECA’s credibility is clearly at stake here. Its current position of 
support for BIA is now completely untenable, given that two of its three constituent 
bodies have formally and unequivocally declared their opposition to any further 
expansion. WECA’s credibility will be irretrievably damaged if it does not 
acknowledge and act in accordance with this democratic mandate. Furthermore 
WECA itself has declared a Climate Emergency, which risks ridicule if it proceeds to 
try and square this impossible circle. 

The second is that, less than a year ago, North Somerset Council voted by an 
overwhelming majority to reject BIA’s planning application. This was the democratic 
decision of the local authority most directly impacted by the airport’s proposals and 
one which had the support of a substantial, long-standing and broadly-based 
community campaign. Although North Somerset Council is not a member of WECA, 
it is a strategic player whose regional interests are closely aligned with those of 
WECA and where collaboration and constructive working relationships between the 
authorities is essential. For these reasons, WECA should withdraw its support for 
expansion of BIA. 

Thirdly, and ultimately most important, is the fact that we are in a global Climate 
Emergency which shows no sign of receding. This fact holds good even if the first 
two strategic reasons did not exist. Indeed, evidence indicates that the Paris 
Agreement targets will have to be revised upwards. It is also abundantly clear that 
cumulatively the UK’s proposed airport expansion plans are on a collision course 
with the UK’s Government’s commitment to reach net zero carbon emissions by 
2050.(1) This commitment is legally enshrined in legislation in the Climate Change 
Act 2008. Unless it reverse its position, WECA is at risk off undermining the 
Government’s own legal obligations and of contributing to a disastrous mistake.  

I urge the Joint Meeting to withdraw its support for any further expansion of BIA and 
to notify the Planning Inspectorate of its decision.  

Mavis Zutshi 

1. Letter from Lord Deben, Chair of Committee on Climate Change to Right
Honourable Greg Clark, MP,  Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industry
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STATEMENT 89 – Kate Oliver 
 
I request with passion that WECA writes to the Planning Inspectorate to oppose Bristol 
Airport Expansion – to prevent further local environmental destruction, increased motor 
traffic generation, stratospheric and ground-based air pollution, global carbon production and 
concomitant climate catastrophe and ecological crisis exemplified in the causes of the 
current pandemic, the increased incidence of flooding and drought locally and world-wide 
and the 40,000 deaths each year – 300 in Bristol alone - from air pollution caused to a large 
extent by transport that burns fossil fuels.  

 

I see that the WECA Mayor is lobbying with other Mayors for more funding to reduce illegal 
levels of air pollution locally. The commitment to tackling the Climate and Ecological 
Emergency is a commitment of local Mayors we are told. For WECA to be simultaneously 
supporting an expansion of an airport is utterly irresponsible and irrational. 

 

Please change tack and unequivocally oppose the expansion of Bristol airport.  
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STATEMENT 90 – Meg Buick 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to 
be reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution 
and goes directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
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Public Statement to West of England Joint Committee meeting on Friday, January 29th 2021 from 

TRAPP’D (Thornbury Residents Against Poorly Planned Development) – submitted by Colin 

Gardner 

The papers presented under item 12 focus primarily on faster delivery of new houses where the market is 

not the right mechanism for finding them. We support principle of such mechanisms, and suspect that this 

will be required for an increasing proportion of new homes. However, these papers also draw selectively 

from the Government’s planning system consultation outcome published on 16th December in a way that is 

revealing of the mentality within WECA and seems to deliberately misrepresent WECA’s role in the plan-

making process. 

The housing target quoted in item 12c of 6,621 houses per annum does indeed reflect the consultation 

outcome, calculated by applying a 35% uplift for the City of Bristol as one of the 20 named Authorities of the 

country’s most populous cities, plus a reversion to the old formula for the other 3 Authorities in the West of 

England. However, the extraordinary thing is what is not covered in the agenda today, namely the fact that 

the Government’s consultation response goes on to instruct that “the increase in the number of homes to be 

delivered is expected to be met by the cities and urban centres themselves, rather than the surrounding 

areas“. It goes on to state the intention to abolish the Duty to Cooperate. 

In other words, there should be no pooling and re-allocation of the housing targets within a geographical 

region. 

The consultation outcome makes it clear that this is a deliberate policy to ensure that brownfield 

development is prioritised, and that a spatial planning pattern should be adopted that reduces the need for 

unnecessary high-carbon travel, typified by large greenfield satellite developments. I cannot overstate how 

fundamental this change of emphasis will be, and the extent of the challenge to re-imagine the inner-city 

area in response to such a profound structural change. 

There is an elephant in the room here. Why are you not focussed on this sea-change in direction? Could it be 

that you are more interested in maintaining an overblown role for WECA, keen to cling on to the power for 

allocating housing numbers, creating overly elaborate committee structures and handing down policies 

which seek to implement the rejected JSP through the back door? 

In the light of the Govt.’s change in emphasis, why are you not today discussing the case for rescinding the 

instruction for member Authorities to pre-suppose the existence of a wholly unfunded Joint Transport Study 

which was designed to facilitate the failed JSP? 

Finally, why is WECA still talking about implementing “a target for the number of homes to be delivered 

over a 20-year period” when the member Authorities are now each committed to a 15-year new Local 

Plan? Could it be this is another device for WECA to retain some sort of overarching role? 

STATEMENT 91 - Colin Gardner
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STATEMENT 92 – Colin Welch 
 
I am writing to urge WECA to change its position on the proposed BIA expansion and so publicly 
join in with opposition to this absurdity.  

With Climate Emergency declared, and with reduced travel due to the world-changing pandemic, 
opposing the expansion is the only sane course of action. 

Others have made the powerful arguments in much more detail so I don't need to add more. 
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STATEMENT 93 – Chloe Naldrett 
 
I am writing this statement to express my grave concerns over the possibility that the 
democratic rejection of Bristol Airport’s expansion plans by Bath and North East Somerset 
council might be overturned at appeal.   
 
The expansion of the airport is against the wishes of an overwhelming majority of residents, 
has been turned down by BANES Council after fair debate, and is opposed by Bristol City 
Council.  It presents no significant opportunities for meaningful employment to the area, 
threatens to choke the existing road infrastructure, pave vast swathes of beautiful green belt 
land, diminish the quality of life of residents in the surrounding area and churn an additional 
million tonnes of Greenhouse Gases into the atmosphere.  
 
We are in the throes of a Climate and Ecological Emergency, which has been acknowledged 
by both Bristol City Council and the WECA with their formal declarations of emergency and 
in their stated ambitions to reduce carbon emissions across the region.  In this context it is 
barely credible that we are even having to fight this appeal: it is utterly inconsistent with the 
stated concerns and intentions expressed by our local government.   
 
The Climate and Ecological Emergencies pose grave existential threats to societies globally, 
and to the continued ability of our planet to support human life on Earth.  My children are 11 
and 8 and this is the reality of the world they are inheriting; their lives will be defined, 
degraded and very likely shortened by the challenges that we face due to the rising 
temperatures caused by our insatiable burning of fossil fuels and the likely collapse of 
ecosystems due to critical biodiversity loss.   
 
If we are to have a future in which human life can continue in a dignified manner, then we 
need to act now to ensure that our future is cleaner and greener than our past.  Deeds and 
not words are needed, and those deeds need to include some brave, bold decisions by our 
leaders which may not be popular in the short term: rejecting airport expansion application is 
the least of them.   
 
My boys need clean air to breathe, a thriving biodiverse environment in which to live, and 
leaders who prioritise their wellbeing 50 years from now over the greedy demands of 
overseas investors.  They do not need more cheap flights to Europe.  The increased profits 
of the Ontario Teachers Pension Plan mean nothing to them.   Our children deserve better.  
Bristol Airport is big enough.   
 
I wish to be able to speak to this statement at the meeting on Friday 29 January. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
Chloe Naldrett 
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STATEMENT 94 – Amanda Swannell 
 
I would like to oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport which is currently under review for the 
following reasons 

• the proposed expansion has been rejected by North Somerset Council and the people living 
nearby by an overwhelming majority (84%).  

•  since the WECA Mayor would like to include the people of North Somerset in the WECA 
election of 2021 will he now agree to listen to the people of North Somerset following their 
overwhelming objection* of Bristol Airport’s expansion plans    

• in addition, some of the authorities (BANES) that make up WECA also now oppose the 
development 

• WECA declared a climate emergency in 2019 and an airport expansion would add to climate 
change 

• we are currently going through a pandemic where all but essential travel is banned, numbers 
of flights from the airport are low  

• So will the Mayor now put in an objection to Bristol airports  plans for expansion currently 
being reconsidered by the Planning Inspectorate. 

 I would be very grateful if you could take some of the above points into consideration. 
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STATEMENT 95 – Angela Taylor 
 
The climate emergency demands that we take bold and immediate action on all fronts to avoid 
catastrophic temperature increases and all the resulting impacts on human wellbeing and nature. 
We must half our greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 to have any chance of meeting the Paris target, 
and reduce them to zero by 2050 at the latest. 

As major councils, companies and organisations around the world declare climate emergencies, sign 
up to Race to Zero and the Leaders' Pledge for Nature, WECA, like all other public bodies should be 
asking "how can this decision reduce our impact on nature and climate?" for EVERY decision that 
you make. 

The climate crisis, like air quality, disproportionality affects the poorer or more marginalised in our 
society. The cost of inaction on climate will greatly outweigh the cost of cutting GHG emissions now 
or lost revenue from business. 

Your efforts must be put into supporting green recovery, investing in the net zero economy and 
promoting sustainable approaches as the new normal. 

As the UK prepare to host UNFCC COP 26, we must be demonstrating our commitment to action on 
climate. You must refuse permission to expand Bristol airport. 
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STATEMENT 96 – Johnny Devas 
 
I am a Bristol resident and wish to make a statement against the proposed expansion of Bristol 
Airport. 
 
The expansion would be incompatible with the climate emergency that WECA declared in 2019. 
 
Typically, airports earn more than half their revenue from non-aviation income, particularly parking, 
restaurants and retail. Hence airport operators have little incentive to help fund public transport 
access and that a key part of the planning application is for a five-storey 2,150 space multi-storey 
carpark to meet the estimated 10,000 extra car journeys per day. As is known from other airport 
studies, vehicle emissions will be an even greater health hazard than the aircraft emissions, and 
spread over a wide area.  
 
The economic justification for the expansion is not valid as the net result will be a negative drain on 
the regional economy. Most of the new jobs would be low income, low skilled jobs in retail and 
catering while increased flights, with 70% of passengers being UK residents holidaying abroad, will 
lead to increased spending abroad and less in the local tourism economy. In a report published in 
2020, The New Economics Foundation has calculated that the annual UK deficit due to international 
travel is £30bn. 
 
Please add WECA’s voice to those of Bristol City Council and Bath and North East Somerset Council in 
opposing this airport expansion. 
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STATEMENT 97 – Julia Beasley 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 98 – Leah Dawson 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy.  
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STATEMENT 99 – Claire Goulding 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 100 – Ellie Tallis 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 101 – Katheryna Sansone 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 102 – Helen Bailey 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. The world is facing a climate catastrophe and needs to 
drastically reduce fossil fuel emmissions, not increase them. 
It will lead to increased air pollution and goes directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s other carbon-reduction policies. 
The Airport’s claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with local, regional or national policies for 
reduction in carbon emissions. 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to increase passenger 
numbers by 50% is simply a drive for profits with no regard for the cost to health and well-being of 
communities in, to them, distant North Somerset. 
The Airport’s complex financial structure is such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the 
Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 103 – Marcus Dawson 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 104 – Nicola Harwin 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a global climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. The expansion of Bristol Airport will lead to 
increased air pollution and goes directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will significantly outweigh the savings 
made by the region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be 
reconciled with local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
 
I strongly urge you to reject these proposals. 
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STATEMENT 105 – Valerie Russell Emmott 
 
I am opposed to the expansion of Bristol Airport. This expansion, if allowed to proceed, will 
be damaging to the climate, local economy and air quality/ noise pollution/congestion in the 
area.  

Given the climate catastrophe faced by everyone (no exceptions) , we need to be reducing 
fossil fuel emissions, not increasing them. Airport expansion will lead to increased air 
pollution and goes directly against the Paris Climate Agreement. And makes a sham of 
Bristol's carbon neutral by 2030 ambitions.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh any savings made 
by the region’s carbon-reduction policies.  

Frankly, the Airport's claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with local, regional or 
national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. Their plan to grow 
passenger numbers by 50%!!! is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of 
the cost to health and well-being of communities in North Somerset and beyond. The 
Airport’s complex financial structure is such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the 
Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not significantly benefit the regional or national 
economy. 

If the pandemic has taught us any lessons it is to recognise and act on how interdependent 
we are on this earth which sustains us. Please keep this foremost in your minds as you 
consider this proposal.  
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STATEMENT 106 – Ewan McLennan 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 107 – Neil McAllister 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport.  The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in 
Canada. The plan to grow passenger numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits 
regardless of the cost to health and well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The 
Airport’s complex financial structure is such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s 
inflated claims, expansion will not significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
 
We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing 
them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
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STATEMENT 108 – Naomi Levy 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 109 – Jane Joyce 
 
I would like to lodge my objections to the proposed expansion of Bristol Airport for the following 
reasons: 

Bristol is struggling to meet the legal requirements on air pollution and citizens are having to make 
changes and sacrifices to reduce air pollution.   The decisions of the local authority should reflect this 
in respect of foreign business interests  

Expansion of the airport flies in the face of the Paris Climate agreement and will contribute to the 
region breaking laws on air quality  

The airport is owned by a Canadian company and takes advantage of tax loopholes that mean that 
the revenue from the airport does not contribute to the regional  economy in a way that could 
possibly make up for the loss of environmental amenity in North Somerset 

There IS a substantiated climate emergency and individuals are constantly being asked to respond. 
 The expansion of any airport is the exact opposite of what should be happening.  Air travel should 
be reduced, not increased 

 

Thank you 
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STATEMENT 110 – Victoria Bortagaray 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 111 – Louise Edwards 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 112 – Steven McAllister 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 113 – Aidan Chitty 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 114 – Kirsty Gisbourne 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 

I strongly oppose this expansion and think in the current climate emergency it’s hugely 
inappropriate.  
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STATEMENT 115 – Mark Evans 
 
We oppose any planned expansion to Bristol airport. It goes against all aspirations of trying to 
reduce environmental degradation, the country's carbon emissions and more generally contributes 
massively to pollution of the air in our city. Although our family, like most others would enjoy foreign 
holidays, we have decided to do less and less as the planet cannot sustain our desires. Please do the 
same - fly less often and do not build more or bigger airports. If you build it, they will come! 
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STATEMENT 116 – Richard Edwards 
 
I strongly oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and 
need to be reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air 
pollution and goes directly against the Paris Climate Agreement. 

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 117 – John McAllister 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 118 – Isobel Morris 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 119 – Emily Sheath 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 120 – Julie F. Decarroux 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 121 – Deborah Erskine 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 122 – Charlotte Underwood 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 123 – Sam Lockwood 
 
As a young person, my future is riddled with uncertainty and looming crises. Climate change will 
have a massive impact on the world, and it is your duty to protect the health of the people in Bristol 
and North Somerset above the profits of any company. If you allow Bristol's airport to expand, you 
condemn me and my generation to suffer from the consequences.   
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.   
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport's claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional, or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to the health 
and well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure 
is such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, the expansion will 
not significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 124 – Derrick Sterling 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 125 – Philip Green 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 126 – Andy Saunders 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 127 – Richard Andrews 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 128 – Diane Godwin 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 129 – Beth Isaac 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 130 – Cllr Jerome Thomas 
 

Bristol Airport – submission to planning inspectorate 

Statement by Cllr Jerome Thomas 

In July 2019, the West of England Combined Authority (WECA) declared a climate emergency.  

Since then WECA has taken pride in the schemes it has launched to support carbon reduction 
initiatives and is seeking further ways to reduce carbon emissions in line with its climate 
commitments.  

The biggest carbon reduction initiative WECA could support in our region would be to oppose the 
proposed expansion of Bristol Airport. This would prevent the emission of the equivalent of one 
million additional tonnes of CO2 emitted every year1. By way of example the total carbon emissions 
of Bristol in 2016 were 1.6 million tonnes of CO2 per year2.  

I call on the WECA Metro Mayor, Tim Bowles to act in accordance with WECA’s carbon reduction 
commitments and to represent the wishes of the majority of the constituent councils of WECA. I ask 
that he writes to the planning inspector opposing the proposed expansion of Bristol Airport.  

1https://www.isonomia.co.uk/just-plane-wrong-bristol-airports-expansion-application/ 

2https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/33395/Bristol+Baseline+Report+April+2019.pdf/760
06e21-ab62-fa44-235a-2c5285f1dc2e 
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STATEMENT 131 – Georgina Byrom 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  

Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 132 – Emily Cochrane 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We need to be reducing fossil fuel emissions because we 
are facing a climate catastrophe, not increasing them. 

I do not believe the increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion can be reconciled 
with local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions.  

This expansion will lead to increased air pollution and goes directly against the Paris Climate 
Agreement.  

I do not believe the expansion will significantly benefit the regional or national economy despite the 
claims made; due to the Airport's complicated financial structure it pays very little tax in the UK.  

We stand at a crossroads and future generations are dependent on us making the right choices. This 
is the moment to act with the future in mind. We have to do everything we can to prevent the 
climate emergency that is already unfolding. 
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STATEMENT 133 – Gordon Richardson 
 
We would like  to put on record to the metro mayor and weca public Transport team our thank for 
keeping a level of public bus and Railway services in the Bristol Bath city region and North Somerset 
council that allows for essential journeys to health care facilities hospitals  vaccinations centres  

food shopping chemist banks and post offices and service for key workers.  

During this lockdown in England.  

We still want to make the mayor  where of the need to make sure all railway replacement services 
are fully accessible by September 2021 as laid out by the Railway minster.  

That progress is made on getting the wheelchair accessible lifts at Patchway station in south 
Gloucestershire and the need to build a new car park at the station.  

We like to see more covid marshals and Avon and Somerset police and the British Transport police 
on the public transport network  to enforce social distancing and face covering unless your exempt.  

On public transport interchange facilities we would  like  to see more public toilets and disabled 
accessible toilets and changing places at key locations in Bristol Bath south Gloucestershire and 
North Somerset.  

We  welcome on going consultation with the weca mayoral combined authority and as Laura welti 
said at the Bristol Growth and regeneration committee North Somerset council should join weca 
mayoral combined authority as soon as possible subject to a the legal requirement s and a 
devolution deal.  

Please bring our statement to the joint committees.  

Gordon Richardson chair Of Bristol disability equality forum.  
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STATEMENT 134 – James Eldred 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 135 – Philippa Bayley 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and carbon emissions 
need to fall sharply and urgently. Any expansion of the airport will lead to increased air pollution, 
carbon emissions, and will undermine our ability to meet our commitments under the Paris Climate 
Agreement. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with local, regional or national 
policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a short-sighted drive for profits regardless of the costs to North 
Somerset communities. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not significantly benefit 
the regional or national economy. 

Two of the three councils that make up WECA now oppose Bristol Airport’s planning appeal. This is 
in addition to North Somerset Council, which refused the planning application in the first place. The 
pragmatic, honourable and democratic course of action for WECA is clear - to formally oppose 
Bristol Airport’s planning appeal, and for Tim Bowles to write to the planning inspectorate stating 
this objection. 
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STATEMENT 136 – Simon Omiotec 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 137 – Laura McAllister 
 
I strongly oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport.  The 2019 report from the International Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has confirmed that my children already will be dealing with the fallout of 
years of runaway climate change, even without this expansion, so it is imperative that we 
immediately stop any increase in fossil fuel emissions.   

Air travel for leisure purposes is not a necessity and releases a huge amount of carbon into the 
atmosphere.  My family, along with many others I know, have already decided that air travel is a 
luxury with too high a cost, and will be enjoying a "staycation" in what is left of our beautiful 
countryside each year instead.   

If this project goes ahead, it will release the annual carbon that is equivalent to the size of our great 
city.  This is, quite frankly, utter madness.  I do not want my children to have to deal with the 
consequences of that and add to the already incomprehensibly huge task ahead to meet the targets 
of the Paris Climate Agreement.  Local residents have already made it clear through democratic 
measures that we do not want this expansion.  We want to build back better and green jobs are 
what this city needs.  We want to create a sustainable, resilient economy that can weather the storm 
of what scientists predict will be a future of more health pandemics, extreme rainfall and flooding.   

Future generations will be looking back on the decisions we make today.  Please uphold 
the principles of local democracy and accountability, and put people first before profit.  
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STATEMENT 138 – Dr Grace Thompson and other local doctors 
 

We wish to submit the following for the next WECA meeting on 29th January 

Dear WECA, 

We represent a group of over 100 local doctors who oppose Bristol Airport expansion. I 
detail below our opposition which helped highlight the health implications of airport 
expansion and aided North Somerset Council to come to their decision to reject planning 
application for the Expansion. This was now nearly a year ago and yet we are still in the 
position of WECA officially supporting Bristol Airport's appeal against that decision.  

Given that Bristol council has since removed their support from the planning application, 
it is time for WECA to follow suit.  

With now 85% of people in the UK believing Climate change is an emergency which 
needs immediate action, we put it to you that the public is not in favour of high emission 
infrastructure projects and in WECA district this is very clearly the case. Local people do 
not support expansion and it is important that WECA reflects this. We feel WECA's 
current position is very hard to justify given that he Committee on Climate Change says 
'there is no room in the carbon budget for regional airport expansion'.   

Please consider our objections on health grounds: 

Dear Councillors,  

         Re: Bristol Airport, North Side Road, Felton, Wrington BS48 3DP 
Planning application: 18/P/5118/OUT 

As medical professionals we are writing to express our opposition to the proposed 
expansion of Bristol Airport. We are deeply concerned that any expansion of the airport 
would constitute a significant threat to human health. 

We call on you to commit to opposing the expansion of Bristol Airport. 

We detail specific health concerns below. 

1.  Air Quality 

Increasing capacity at Bristol Airport will involve increased emissions from aeroplanes 
and increased emissions from vehicular transport to and from the airport. Together, 
these will worsen air quality in the Bristol area. We can expect that surface emissions 
will be increased by 9,500 additional vehicle movements per day. That is 13,000 – 
28,000 private vehicle journeys per day to and from the airport. 

Premature deaths, of which an estimated 16000 a year globally are attributable to 
aviation emissions, are mostly due to the PM and ozone released during take-off and 
landing (Yim et al 2013).  For those populations who live within 20km of an airport an 
estimated 5000 people will suffer a premature death due to aviation emissions. 

A recent study by Kings College London examining the Public Health Implications of air 
pollution from particulate matter (PM) and nitrogen dioxide found evidence of decreased 
life expectancy of children born and growing up in high levels of exposure (Dajnak et al 
2019). In adults, exposure to these pollutants is linked to increased risk of heart and 
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lung disease including lung cancer (Pope III 2002), obesity, stroke, asthma and diabetes 
(RCP & RCPCH 2019). Mental health is also at risk, with a recent meta-analysis 
concluding that an increase in ambient PM is strongly associated with increased 
depression risk in the general population (Gu et al 2019), as well as studies showing a 
link between poor air quality and dementia (Carey 2018). 

It has been shown that exposure to air pollution in pregnancy can cause low birth 
weight, in particular fetal head size (Turner et al 2017). Low birth weight is associated 
with morbidity later in life such as coronary artery disease, type two diabetes and 
asthma. 

These health effects exert an economic toll for individuals, businesses and health 
services.  In the UK, the costs due to poor air quality are estimated at more than £20 
billion every year (RCP & RCPCH 2019). 

2. Noise pollution 

Under the planned expansion there would be a flight every three minutes, up to 4000 
night flights and thousands of additional residents being ‘flown over’. 
The World Health Organisation (WHO) recognise noise as an ‘underestimated threat’ that 
has significant Public Health effects. They advise decibel (dB) levels of less than 30db(A) 
in a bedroom for good quality sleep, and less than 35 db(A) in a classroom for effective 
learning.  The average dB level of an aircraft taking off is in the order of 100dB. 

Noise pollution is linked to sleep disturbance and heart disease.  Furthermore it has been 
shown to have a greater effect on the very young; the WHO states there is “consistent 
evidence that noise exposure harms cognitive performance; consistent association with 
impaired well-being and motivation to a slightly more limited extent [and] moderate 
evidence of effects on blood pressure and catecholamine hormone secretion.” 

The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) list stress, annoyance, sleep disruption, and poor 
performance at school and work as the recognised effects of noise pollution from 
airports. 

It is therefore clear that the additional noise pollution generated by increased capacity at 
Bristol Airport would cause morbidity and premature death for the residents of North 
Somerset and Bristol. 

3.  Climate Change 

The negative environmental impacts of the proposed expansion of Bristol Airport are far 
greater, both in terms of CO2 and non-COs gases, than is stated in the planning 
application (Gibbs 2019) and would therefore contribute significantly to the climate 
emergency. The advisory Committee on Climate Change (CCC) recently stated the UK’s 
planned increase in aviation needs to be curbed. This expansion directly contravenes this 
advice. 

Climate change is the ‘biggest global health threat of the 21st century’ (Lancet, 2009). 
The WHO predicts that between 2030 and 2050 there will be an additional 250,000 
deaths from malnutrition, malaria, diarrhoea and dehydration due to climate chaos. 
 Climate change is also linked to more chaotic extremes of not only heat but also rain 
and therefore flooding. This will lead to more problems with contaminated water sources, 
diarrhoeal disease and vector-borne diseases such as malaria, as well as contributing to 
a situation where food is less abundant and more expensive. 
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The UN has also stated that climate change is putting ‘the food security of billions of 
people at risk’. Furthermore, weather chaos will lead to damage and access difficulties to 
healthcare bases such as hospitals and GP surgeries, strangling the ability of healthcare 
workers to deliver efficient care and preventing good access for patients. 

These wide ranging issues will have direct and tangible negative effects on local 
residents. Climate change threatens the health and wellbeing of people in our 
community on our planet and threatens the very existence of the next generation. 

In conclusion, we assert that pursuing airport expansion endangers the health and 
wellbeing of people in Bristol and North Somerset. We present evidence to show the 
threats to health caused by 3 mechanisms relating to the proposed expansion; 
worsening air quality, noise pollution and contributions to climate breakdown. We also 
point out the significant economic costs of these health impacts. We therefore believe 
there is a moral obligation and duty of care to residents to act now and oppose airport 
expansion. 

Many thanks for your consideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

1.       Dr Grace Thompson 

2.       Dr. Fiona Headley 
3.       Dr. Alice Gardner 
4.       Dr. Rose Soame 
5.       Dr. Martin Hartog 
6.       Dr. Kate Highton 
7.       Dr. Chris Lamb 
8.       Dr. Catherine Stace 
9.       Dr. Hattie Nicholas 
10.   Dr. Jasmine Schulkind 
11.   Dr. Kathryn McGregor 
12.   Miss Jessica Hawkins 
13.   Dr. Katherine Savage 
14.   Dr. Martin Hartog 
15.   Dr. Elaine Lunts 
16.   Ms. Kate Paul 
17.   Dr. Thomas Watkivs 
18.   Dr. Catriona Mellor 
19.   Dr. James Watson 
20.   Ms. Lizzie O’Brien 
21.   Dr. Hannh  Trewin 
22.   Dr. Lucy Pocock 
23.   Dr. Charles Holme 
24.   Mr. Jonathan Boyne 
25.   Dr. Diarmuid White 
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26.   Dr. Seamus Harrington 
27.   Dr. Pippa Munro 
28.   Dr. Thomas Brookes 
29.   Dr. Sandra Fenn 
30.   Dr. Rajeka  Lazarus 
31.   Dr. Olivia Burke 
32.   Dr. Harriet Burn 
33.   Dr. Jenny Harper Gow 
34.   Dr. Harriet Aughey 
35.   Dr. Nicholas Watts 
36.   Dr. Alexandra Tate 
37.   Dr. Helen Leveret 
38.   Dr. Zoe Richmond 
39.   Dr. Sophie Foster 
40.   Dr. Miranda Cole 
41.   Dr. Anna Ludvigsen 
42.   Dr. Sarah Briggs 
43.   Dr. Samuel Taylor-Smith 
44.   Dr. Joanne Girdler 
45.   Dr. Angela  Wilson 
46.   Ms. Sue Kilroe 
47.   Ms. Peggy Woodward 
48.   Ms. Sarah Creagh-Osborne 
49.   Dr. Lesley Black 
50.   Dr. Diana Warner 
51.   Dr. Becca Hall 
52.   Dr. Jack Nicholson 
53.   Ms. Tracy Lyons 
54.   Mrs. Joanna Moulton 
55.   Dr. Faye Harvey 
56.   Dr. Victoria Bowler 
57.   Dr. James Pickard 
58.   Mrs. Lizzie Gibbs 
59.   Mrs. Zoe Coppin 
60.   Dr. Anya Gopfert 
61.   Dr. Rosa Roberts 
62.   Dr. Rosie Spooner 
63.   Dr. Joanna Waldock 
64.   Ms. Abbie Festa 
65.   Dr. Patrick Hart 
66.   Professor Trevor Thompson 
67.   Dr. Elizabeth  Ormerod 
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68.   Ms. Eimer Kilroe 
69.   Ms. Lucy Shapcott 
70.   Dr. Connie Smith 
71.   Dr. Katherine Dixon 
72.   Dr. Charles Dixon 
73.   Dr. Lucy  Potter 
74.   Dr. Amy Ashford 
75.   Dr. Wiliam Stableforth 
76.   Dr. Helen Bowers 
77.   Dr. Lisa Revell 
78.   Dr. Annabel Headdon 
79.   Dr. Hyunkee Kim 
80.   Dr. Rebecca  Vanmarle 
81.   Dr. Becca Hall 
82.   Dr. Sarah Goodall 
83.   Dr. Meg Dillon 
84.   Dr. Prianka Padmanathan 
85.   Dr. Trevor Aughey 
86.   Dr. Claire Ferraro 
87.   Dr. Jess Elliot 
88.   Dr. Luke McGeoch 
89.   Dr Aliesje Kuur 
90.   Dr Jessica Watson 
91.   Dr Stephane Paulus 
92.   DrGemma Matthewman 
93.   Dr Ceri Lumb 
94.   Dr Mike Prosser 
95.   Dr Sam Kuok 
96.   Dr Mungo Morris 

97.   Dr Joanna Smallman 

98.   Dr Charlotte Jones 

99.   Dr Paul Maries 

100  .Dr Sophia Reynolds 

101  .Dr Lavan Sivagnanam 

102   Dr Rebekah Gabriel 

103   Dr Kirsty Brownlie 
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104   Dr Louise Younie 

105   Dr Will Duffin 

106   Dr Victoria Medland 

107   Dr Sam Kuok 

108   Dr Felicity Fay  
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STATEMENT 139 – Hazel Morfett 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and carbon emissions 
need to fall sharply and urgently. Any expansion of the airport will lead to increased air pollution, 
carbon emissions, and will undermine our ability to meet our commitments under the Paris Climate 
Agreement. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with local, regional or national 
policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a short-sighted drive for profits regardless of the costs to North 
Somerset communities. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not significantly benefit 
the regional or national economy. 

Two of the three councils that make up WECA now oppose Bristol Airport’s planning appeal. This is 
in addition to North Somerset Council, which refused the planning application in the first place. The 
pragmatic, honourable and democratic course of action for WECA is clear - to formally oppose 
Bristol Airport’s planning appeal, and for Tim Bowles to write to the planning inspectorate stating 
this objection. 
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STATEMENT 140 – Angela McKee 

I wish to oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. 

Now that two out of the three local authorities that make up WECA have come out against the 
expansion of the airport I feel it is inappropriate for WECA to continue with their support of this 
project. 

First, the case put defending the project appears to be quite disingenuous in its underestimate of 
emissions and irresponsible in its approach to climate change – which risks ultimately contributing to 
mass extinction and untold misery on this planet. 

There are many reasons why the case for expansion should be rejected, but having relatively 
recently moved to Bristol I was absolutely shocked at the lack of insects here, which I understand is 
likely to be a consequence of light pollution and  maybe other sources of pollution.  It is possible for 
me to leave my lights on and my windows open on dark nights and for absolutely nothing to fly into 
my flat.  I understand that the expansion of the airport will create considerably more light pollution 
which will threaten insect populations more greatly.  We allow this at our peril.  I understand that if 
we carry on as we have been doing it will result in around 40% of insect species becoming extinct.  
Without insects we cannot survive as a species.  Without recognising that we as a species are part of 
nature and must work with nature and not against it, we cannot survive.  Coronavirus has shown us 
how vulnerable we become if we carry on ignoring the needs and laws of the natural world.  I 
therefore implore you to take seriously the pleas of those who would further the survival of the 
planet rather than the distorted arguments of the air travel industry, who are in this game for 
monetary gain. 
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STATEMENT 141 – Chris Reynolds 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 142 – Janet Grimes 

Public Forum Statement for WECA meeting 29th January 2021 

 

A United Nations report, published today, says that 81% of people in the UK now want governments 
to take URGENT ACTION on the climate emergency. 

WECA’s previous written support for Bristol Airport expansion (as a major stakeholder in the 
planning consultation) was misplaced and must now be reversed. 

If not, you are failing a possible 81% of your constituents. 

As the Committee on Climate Change has said, in its report of December 2020, there is no room for 
further airport expansion in the UK (if the UK is to have any chance of keeping to its ghg reduction 
targets). 

WECA needs to be remembered for having a consistent stance on combatting the climate and 
ecological emergency.  It will not achieve this by fudging this airport issue or pretending that the 
solution to aviation emissions lies in permitting airport expansion before aviation has found a way to 
decarbonise. 

Janet Grimes 
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STATEMENT 143 – Kathy Fawcett 

I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. The world faces a climate and ecological emergency and 
we need to play our part and respond urgently. That includes WECA. This plan is inconsistent with 
local, national and global commitments, and with what we know is needed to ensure our safety and 
that of future generations. You have an urgent responsibility to act in all our interests. 

Our carbon emissions need to fall sharply and urgently. Any expansion of the airport will lead to 
increased air pollution, carbon emissions, and will undermine our ability to meet our commitments 
under the Paris Climate Agreement. The Airport's claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
the science and with policies aimed at reducing carbon emissions. 
 
In addition, the airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada, and their plan to grow 
passenger numbers by 50% is motivated by a drive for profits regardless of the costs to North 
Somerset communities or to the environment and all life within it. Despite the Airport’s inflated 
claims, expansion will not significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
 
Two of the three councils that make up WECA now oppose Bristol Airport’s planning appeal. This is 
in addition to North Somerset Council, which refused the planning application in the first place. The 
pragmatic, honourable and democratic course of action for WECA is clear - to formally oppose 
Bristol Airport’s planning appeal, and for Tim Bowles to write to the planning inspectorate stating 
this objection. 
 
Thank-you in advance for doing the right thing and defending our right to a healthy and happy 
future. 
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STATEMENT 144 – Sarah Walsh 

I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
 
Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 145 – Polly Eldridge 

I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport.  

We are facing a climate catastrophe and carbon emissions need to fall sharply and urgently. Any 
expansion of the airport will lead to increased air pollution, carbon emissions, and will undermine 
our ability to meet our commitments under the Paris Climate Agreement.  

The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with local, regional or national policies for 
reduction in carbon emissions. 

The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a short-sighted drive for profits regardless of the costs to North 
Somerset communities. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not significantly benefit 
the regional or national economy. 

Two of the three councils that make up WECA now oppose Bristol Airport’s planning appeal. This is 
in addition to North Somerset Council, which refused the planning application in the first place. The 
pragmatic, honourable and democratic course of action for WECA is clear - to formally oppose 
Bristol Airport’s planning appeal, and for Tim Bowles to write to the planning inspectorate stating 
this objection. 
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STATEMENT 146 – Cllr Martin Fodor 

Statement to the West of England Combined Authority. 

Friday 29th January 

Agenda item  20: Transport Decarbonisation Study 

It’s about 18 months since this authority joined other councils in the region in declaring a climate 
emergency. With a deadline of 2030 to achieve carbon neutrality – less than ten years – delivering 
real progress since then is clearly essential. 

In March 2020 the authority approved its JSTP4, acknowledging that the new strategic transport plan 
was already out of date. It was understood that while it had to be in place to show there was a 
strategy for funding bids, the meeting also accepted, as those of us there heard, that this requires 
immediate revision to remove the inherent contradictions of expanding dependence on motor 
vehicles while attempting to prioritise active travel and reduce motor traffic. 

 It’s frustrating therefore to see that this report, following the Investment Fund allocations and Bus 
Recovery Report, is yet another study that talks about decarbonisation while not delivering it. We 
see too many of these.  

If we wait to count carbon estimates - while still funding roadbuilding and road junctions to expand 
dependence on motor traffic - we don’t actually cut carbon, we increase it. I warned about that in 
March.  

All that’s promised in way of action is yet another report – an ‘Issues and Options’ paper later this 
year. Not any actual solutions to be built. 

The small projects in the pipeline to promote active travel and other changes like freight deliveries 
are welcome. The modest proposals for a few walking and cycling routes in the LCWIP - still to be 
worked up - could help. The studies about enhanced public transport - acknowledged to be set back 
for some time by covid - will be useful in time. 

But we really need projects on the ground to create comprehensive, safe and strategic local 
walking and cycling networks and many other changes. These urgently need to be underway, not 
listed in an appendix of ideas showing what’s being committed elsewhere. 

 The JSTP listed loads of our own ideas and projects, some for business as usual and some that will 
actually reduce carbon emissions not create more traffic. Each positive transport change needs to be 
worked up and built, resolving the conflicts as well as possible through urgent consultation and 
involvement processes. Please start these – the facilities will only make a difference once in place. 
It’s been known for years that if quality, continuous routes for buses and cycling and walking are 
built they get used. It works for roads: that’s why they always fill up with traffic. It clearly works for 
active travel networks if they are coherent, continuous, and well maintained. This has been 
measured elsewhere already. For instance the success of the Bristol-Bath railway path – which 
transports close to 2000 people per hour at peak times - is evidence of suppressed demand on other 
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east Bristol routes; the congestion there should be enough evidence of the gap in other direct, 
quality links that are desperately needed.  

Of course it will help to assess the projected carbon savings. But please don’t wait until all the sums 
are done and the options mulled over before spending the funds on real projects where you 
can measure the use and get the results. The risk of running out of projects in the late 2020s is 
frankly remote - as the report accepts. It won’t be enough until much more gets delivered. 

So this report should be about accelerating our region’s ambitions not mulling over studies of 
incremental progress. WECA declared a Climate Emergency a year and a half ago – we are running 
out of time to act on it. Please make real commitments.  

One of the real issues that must be addressed is the lengthy delays in consulting and delivering 
active and sustainable travel projects in this region. The capacity to deliver these is a major 
constraint to be urgently addressed.  

  

Cllr Martin Fodor  
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STATEMENT 147 – Ian Pettit 

I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and need to be 
reducing fossil fuel emmissions, not increasing them. It will lead to increased air pollution and goes 
directly against the Paris Climate Agreement.  
>  
> Increased carbon emissions from Bristol Airport expansion will outweigh the savings made by the 
region’s carbon-reduction policies. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
local, regional or national policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 
>  
> The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a predatory drive for profits regardless of the cost to health and 
well-being of communities in distant North Somerset. The Airport’s complex financial structure is 
such that it pays very little tax in the UK. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not 
significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
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STATEMENT 148 – Jennifer Fawcett-Thorne 

I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. The world faces a climate and ecological emergency and 
we need to play our part and respond urgently. That includes WECA. This plan is inconsistent with 
local, national and global commitments, and with what we know is needed to ensure our safety and 
that of future generations. You have an important responsibility to act in all our interests. 

Our carbon emissions need to fall sharply and urgently. Any expansion of the airport will lead to 
increased air pollution, carbon emissions, and will undermine our ability to meet our commitments 
under the Paris Climate Agreement. The Airport's claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
the science and with policies aimed at reducing carbon emissions. 
 
In addition, the airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada, and their plan to grow 
passenger numbers by 50% is motivated by a drive for profits regardless of the costs to North 
Somerset communities or to the environment and all life within it. Despite the Airport’s inflated 
claims, expansion will not significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
 
Two of the three councils that make up WECA now oppose Bristol Airport’s planning appeal. This is 
in addition to North Somerset Council, which refused the planning application in the first place. The 
pragmatic, honourable and democratic course of action for WECA is clear - to formally oppose 
Bristol Airport’s planning appeal, and for Tim Bowles to write to the planning inspectorate stating 
this objection. 
 
Thank-you in advance for doing the right thing and defending our right to a healthy and happy 
future. 
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STATEMENT 149 – Richard Baxter 

You are aware of the controversy over the plans to expand Bristol Airport – the region’s 
biggest emitter of CO2 and other greenhouse gases. However, it is clear you are prepared 
to compromise your own declaration for a climate emergency and look the other way as if 
it is nothing to do with you.  Why is the combined authority neglecting its responsibility 
towards protecting its population against the problems that the airport presents and will 
only get worse with a larger airport catering for 2 million more passengers per 
year?  That’s further congestion on the A38 and local roads, more noise pollution, a huge 
increase in carbon and greenhouse emissions noise and the development of a car park on 
Green Belt land.  Let’s all look the other way because the airport is going to present a 
huge problem in the future if it gets permission to expand. Well be aware that the local 
residents of Bristol City Council and Bath & North East Somerset and their Council’s are 
joining residents of North Somerset Council to oppose this short-sighted, money-grabbing 
development.  WECA as the umbrella authority is so out of step with the people it 
serves.  You have declared a climate emergency but does not have guts to make those 
difficult decisions that are needed to ensure deep and rapid cuts in carbon emissions and 
thus limit harm to the local communities and the health of the environment 

Campaigners opposing the expansion of Bristol Airport are asking WECA to clear up the 
confusion over its support for the airport’s expansion when it meets today.  As it stands 
the combined authority still has a letter submitted from last year that supports the 
airport’s wish for growth.  However, two authorities that are part of WECA, namely Bath & 
North East Somerset and Bristol City Council, have since voted to oppose the airport’s 
expansion because it is INCOMPATIBLE WITH THEIR CLIMATE EMERGENCY DECLARATIONS. 

Why is the future of the airport not on this month’s meeting agenda? This is the last WECA 
committee to be held before the deadline for the public consultation on the appeal which 
is 22nd February. We know the airport is located in North Somerset and therefore not 
strictly within the boundaries of WECA but the officers are using this fact as a reason to 
ignore commenting on the region’s biggest emitter of carbon.  The combined authority has 
previously been criticised by its own scrutiny committee for ignoring the airport in its most 
recent update of the climate emergency strategy.  Wake up WECA!  You must take 
responsibility in realising that the air and noise pollution and carbon emissions from the 
airport affect the surrounding authorities. The pollution involved is no respecter of 
administrative boundaries.   

It is disingenuous to look the other way when the health of local people and the 
environment are at risk from an expanded airport. 

I request that you use emergency powers to discuss and vote on the expansion of the 
airport.  This is not an issue you can fail to give proper attention.  Give those you serve a 
clear indication of where you stand on this development. 

 

Richard Baxter 
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STATEMENT 150 – Samuel Williams 

Statement for: Joint meeting - West of England Combined Authority Committee and West of 
England Joint Committee 
 

Scheduled for: Friday, 29th January, 2021 10.30 am 

 
Statement from: Samuel P. S. Williams  
 
 
 
_________________________Statement begins__________________________  
 
The West of England Combined Authority is essential to strengthening our region and taking 
hold of opportunities that will ensure our communities; the cities, towns and villages; our 
business, transport and training not only recovers from the impacts of Covid-19 but makes 
the most of the changed world; and truly builds back better. 
  
We have two excellent examples of the positive impacts of WECA providing regional 
leadership and working together with councils and government on the agenda at today’s 
meeting. Firstly the match-funding for the regeneration of Kingswood High Street which, 
thanks to funding from the Combined Authority and the Government’s Future High Streets 
Fund will see a total transformation of this area of South Gloucestershire into an attractive, 
mixed use hub for the community. Secondly, the Strategy for Homes which will help speed 
up the creation of affordable homes for people in our region, where they want to live and 
bring forward developments like the one at Hengrove Park which could not have happened 
without intervention from the Combined Authority.  
 
And of course this is on top of the significant programmes and improvements that have been 
set in motion in the last four years and that we will soon see on the ground thanks to the 
leadership of the Combined Authority. Programmes like investments in cycling and walking, 
our mass transit scheme and the MetroWest rail network that will transform our suburban 
railway network; get the line to Portishead built and see a genuine ‘turn-up-and-go’ service 
from Severn Beach to Westbury. Today’s investment fund report also includes consideration 
of the bold ambitions to build on this successful programme and take it further through the 
10 year rail delivery plan, getting our region moving and putting an end to the chronic 
underinvestment we had seen before the Combined Authority was established.  
 
I would ask committee members to support these and the other investment fund measures 
on the agenda to spur our region’s economic recovery.   
  
I would like to thank Mayor Bowles for his leadership and the positive progress that WECA 
has made in its first four years, as noted by the recent Government-commissioned SQW 
report. It is with continued Conservative leadership with strong vision and a commitment to 
championing our region that we will not only recover but thrive for generations to come, 
delivering real results to the community that will boost the economy, jobs and quality of life 
for many. 
 

_______________________Statement ends ______________________________ 
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STATEMENT 151 – Sally Lawson 
 
Statement on Bristol Airport Expansion for the WECA Meeting of 29th January 2021. 
 
To the Mayor and council of WECA, 

The expansion of Bristol Airport is unjustified because:  
 
1) majority of member regions of WECA and local people are against it. 

 
2) of likely reduced public demand for flights due to  

i) COVID-related caution, and further pandemics being likely 
ii) meetings platforms such as ZOOM will decrease demand for flights  
iii) growing awareness of damaging effects of air travel on the climate and environment 
crisis, and increased fear as Climate chaos increases 
 

3) permission for expansion is already held by Bristol Airport, which may not even be needed.  
 

On Carbon capture: 
a) There are no proven technical carbon capture schemes that could capture enough carbon 

for airport neutrality by 2025. Natural schemes (e.g. planting forests) take decades to reach 
their full carbon capture potential. 

b) the permanent destruction of mature vegetation-covered land will be destroyed during 
airport and airport-parking expansion, and remain buried under concrete, a forever lost 
carbon sink coupled with use of cement, a main producer of man-made CO2 emissions. 

c) Bristol Airport’s claim that CO2 offset can be set against carbon emissions is unjustified. 
Zero carbon emissions are essential to stop the rate of increase of atmospheric CO2, 
while carbon offset is essential to reduce atmospheric CO2 levels. We need both.  

d) a 20% expansion in air passenger numbers will certainly increase CO2 output due to 
increase in fossil fuels to both air and ground transport. 

e) Viable alternatives to fossil fuel to power passenger planes or new planes designed to use 
such fuels by 2025 do not exist. Is the airport planning up to a 20% increase in CO2 
emissions (planes and ground transport)?  

The real risks to the environment are much greater that you may realise.  

1) The UK is not meeting our Paris 2015 agreement. Even worse, 2050 for zero CO2 
emissions is clearly much too late [2] to prevent a disastrous >1.5℃ increase in global 
temperature. To have a chance of preventing this, the UK needs to stop releasing carbon 
by 2025 [4]. Uncontrollable, potentially irreversible changes and climate chaos are already 
here [3].Change is coming faster than predicteed. Use of fossil fuels must stop now to 
protect this living planet.  
 

2) The UK government aims to lead against climate chaos and environmental destruction, as 
they host COP26 in 2021. This expansion would undermine their aim.  

Please rethink your appeal, and vote against the expansion of Bristol Airport, the sustainable 
future of the planet and for coming generations.  

Yours sincerely 

Sally Lawson  

Professor Emeritus, University of Bristol, UK 
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STATEMENT 152 – Lilian Fawcett 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. The world faces a climate and ecological emergency and 
we need to play our part and respond urgently. That includes WECA. This plan is inconsistent with 
local, national and global commitments, and with what we know is needed to ensure our safety and 
that of future generations. You have an important responsibility to act in all our interests. 

Our carbon emissions need to fall sharply and urgently. Any expansion of the airport will lead to 
increased air pollution, carbon emissions, and will undermine our ability to meet our commitments 
under the Paris Climate Agreement. The Airport's claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
the science and with policies aimed at reducing carbon emissions. 
 
In addition, the airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada, and their plan to grow 
passenger numbers by 50% is motivated by a drive for profits regardless of the costs to North 
Somerset communities or to the environment and all life within it. Despite the Airport’s inflated 
claims, expansion will not significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
 
Two of the three councils that make up WECA now oppose Bristol Airport’s planning appeal. This is 
in addition to North Somerset Council, which refused the planning application in the first place. The 
pragmatic, honourable and democratic course of action for WECA is clear - to formally oppose 
Bristol Airport’s planning appeal, and for Tim Bowles to write to the planning inspectorate stating 
this objection. 
 
Thank-you in advance for doing the right thing and defending our right to a healthy and happy 
future. 
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STATEMENT 153 – Laura Pendlebury 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. We are facing a climate catastrophe and carbon emissions 
need to fall sharply and urgently. Any expansion of the airport will lead to increased air pollution, 
carbon emissions, and will undermine our ability to meet our commitments under the Paris Climate 
Agreement. The Airport claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with local, regional or national 
policies for reduction in carbon emissions. 

 

The improvement in air quality that has happened due to the restrictions in place during the current 
pandemic, should inform decisions. It has meant much improved health for everyone, particularly 
those with life threatening conditions such as asthma. It also shows us that drastic changes are 
needed to ensure that climate damage doesn't continue to escalate. 

 
The airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada. The plan to grow passenger 
numbers by 50% is symptomatic of a short-sighted drive for profits regardless of the costs to North 
Somerset communities. Despite the Airport’s inflated claims, expansion will not significantly benefit 
the regional or national economy. To want to expand air travel is dangerous and irresponsible. We 
are all used to travelling where and when we want to but the consequences of this are undeniable. It 
won't be popular to reduce, rather than expand air travel capacity but it is vital and decisions such as 
the response to this planning application, pave the way for greater understanding and real 
leadership. 
 
Two of the three councils that make up WECA now oppose Bristol Airport’s planning appeal. This is 
in addition to North Somerset Council, which refused the planning application in the first place. The 
pragmatic, honourable and democratic course of action for WECA is clear - to formally oppose 
Bristol Airport’s planning appeal, and for Tim Bowles to write to the planning inspectorate stating 
this objection. 
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STATEMENT 154 – Stanley Fawcett 
 
I oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport. The world faces a climate and ecological emergency and 
we need to play our part and respond urgently. That includes WECA. This plan is inconsistent with 
local, national and global commitments, and with what we know is needed to ensure our safety and 
that of future generations. You have an important responsibility to act in all our interests. 

 

Our carbon emissions need to fall sharply and urgently. Any expansion of the airport will lead to 
increased air pollution, carbon emissions, and will undermine our ability to meet our commitments 
under the Paris Climate Agreement. The Airport's claim to sustainability cannot be reconciled with 
the science and with policies aimed at reducing carbon emissions. 
 
In addition, the airport is owned by a global investment fund based in Canada, and their plan to grow 
passenger numbers by 50% is motivated by a drive for profits regardless of the costs to North 
Somerset communities or to the environment and all life within it. Despite the Airport’s inflated 
claims, expansion will not significantly benefit the regional or national economy. 
 
Two of the three councils that make up WECA now oppose Bristol Airport’s planning appeal. This is 
in addition to North Somerset Council, which refused the planning application in the first place. The 
pragmatic, honourable and democratic course of action for WECA is clear - to formally oppose 
Bristol Airport’s planning appeal, and for Tim Bowles to write to the planning inspectorate stating 
this objection. 
 
Thank-you in advance for doing the right thing and defending our right to a healthy and happy 
future. 
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JOINT MEETING – WECA COMMITTEE & WEST OF ENGLAND JOINT COMMITTEE 
 
29 JANUARY 2021      
 
PUBLIC QUESTIONS & REPLIES 
 
The following questions were submitted by the deadline (full details of questions are set out 
in the following pages): 
 

Q1. Question from: Mary Collett - Bristol airport expansion 

Q2. Question from: James Collett - Bristol airport expansion 

Q3. Question from: Jude Connor - Bristol airport expansion 

Q4. Question from: Laurence and Joanne Copleston - Bristol airport expansion 

Q5. Question from: Matt Gitsham - Bristol airport expansion 

Q6. Question from: Bob Bater - Bristol airport expansion 

Q7. Question from: Rosemary Collins - Bristol airport expansion 

Q8. Question from: Helen Struthers - Bristol airport expansion 

Q9. Question from: Jackie Head - Bristol airport expansion 

Q10. Question from: Viv Perry - Bristol airport expansion 

Q11. Question from: David Redgewell - WECA & North Somerset  

Q12. Question from David Redgewell - Portway station  

Q13. Question from Gordon Richardson - Portway station  

Q14. Question from Gordon Richardson - Weston-Super-Mare bus & coach station  

Q15. Question from: Haydn Gill – Road building (with reference to the Investment 
Fund report)  

Q16. Question from: Haydn Gill – Funding of cycling and walking schemes (with 
reference to the Investment Fund report)  

Q17. Question from: Amy Fletcher – Bristol airport expansion 

Q18. Question from: Kevin Flanagan – Bristol airport expansion 

Q19. Question from: Richard Baxter – Bristol airport expansion 

Q20. Question from: Ruth Jones – Bristol airport expansion 

Q21. Question from: Dawn McGhee – Bristol airport expansion 

Q22. Question from: Lisa Hardless – Bristol airport expansion 

Q23. Question from: James Ward – Bristol airport expansion 

Q24. Question from: Cllr Jerome Thomas – Unspent WECA money 

Q25. Question from: Sarah Cemlyn – Bristol airport expansion 

Q26. Question from: Kim Hicks – Spatial Development Strategy 

Q27. Question from: Sally Lawson – Bristol airport expansion 
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Q28. Question from: Johnny Devas – Bristol airport expansion 

Q29. Question from: Ben Moss – Bristol airport expansion 

Q30. Question from: Sarah Poppy Jackson – Bristol airport expansion 

Q31. Question from: Duncan Still – Bristol airport expansion 

Q32. Question from: Cllr Martin Fodor – E-scooter trial in the West of England 

Q33. Question from: Nicola Bindon – Bristol airport expansion 
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QUESTION 1   

Question from: Mary Collett 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

Over the next decade we will need HUGE reductions in carbon emissions, including 
reductions in the carbon emissions created by transport - particularly those from cars and 
airplanes. 

WECA has previously supported the expansion of Bristol Airport, which if approved would 
add a further one million tonnes of CO2 to the atmosphere per year through increased flights 
and extra car journeys. 

All three of WECA’s constituent councils have declared a climate emergency.  

Two of the three WECA constituent councils (Bristol and BANES) have now declared their 
opposition to Bristol Airport’s Expansion plans 

Will WECA now publicly state that it no longer supports airport expansion and commit to 
submitting a letter of objection to the appeal process? 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 2   

Question from: James Collett 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

WECA has declared a climate emergency in line with a large and increasing proportion of 
the UK's local authorities and over 100 countries worldwide. The government's CCC 
(Climate Change Committee) has recently (in its 6th Carbon Budget) has called for reduced 
aircraft emissions and controls of nationwide airport expansions. 

Under WECA's recent Climate Emergency Action Plan, the Mayor calls for West of England 
action to reach net zero by 2030. If the airport is allowed to expand as it has requested 
causing local CO2e emissions to increase by over 1 million tonnes annually, it will make this 
target, and especially Bristol's 2030 Net Zero target almost impossible if the increase in 
aircraft emissions are included (which the CCC has recommended). 

Two out of the three local authorities which make up the WECA area have clearly stated 
their objections to an expansion of the airport.  

Will WECA respect this democratic majority and write to the planning inspectorate (hearing 
the airport's current appeal) to decisively object to Bristol airport's expansion plan? 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 3 

Question from: Jude Connor 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

In light of the motion passed by our democratically elected local authority in Bristol on 8 
December 2020, could WECA please confirm that it will now remove its support for the plans 
to expand Bristol Airport, to reflect the clearly expressed will of the people of Bristol? 
 
Apart from being the expressed will of the people, your decision to withdraw your support for 
these plans will also bring you into line with your strategy statement: 
 
We’re committed to making the West of England a better place to grow up and to live, a 
place where everyone can benefit from the wider success of the region. 
 
We’re investing in people and places – in jobs, skills, transport, homes, and digital 
connections – to create communities where people want to live, work and visit. 
 
Central to everything we do is our ambition to address climate change, secure good jobs and 
ensure decent homes for all. 
 
Any expansion of the airport will clearly go against this strategy, and condemn our children 
and grandchildren to increased air and noise pollution. 
 
Furthermore, the Pandemic has demonstrated to us all that we can holiday, and do 
business, without the need to fly. It has demonstrated the pleasure and health benefits of 
decreased air and road traffic. 
 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 
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A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 4   

Question from: Laurence and Joanne Copleston 

Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

Will the West of England Combined Authority formally object to the unnecessary Bristol 
Airport Expansion and write to the National Planning Inspectorate to confirm this objection? 

Reason: the airport expansion is not required (the existing capacity is already large enough 
to allow for growth and job opportunities); it goes against all of our local authorities' 
commitments to acknowledge a climate emergency; there will be HUGE environmental 
impacts (carbon emissions, air quality, noise, landscape and visual); ever increasing 
urbanisation / urban sprawl of a rural landscape within Green Belt land; huge public 
opposition; huge local authority and parish council objection/ opposition!  

The only people to benefit from the expansion will be the Ontario Pension Fund that owns 
Bristol airport. I wonder why they are pushing for this expansion with no thought for local 
opinion? Ok it's profits! 

Please formally object to the Airport Expansion and acknowledge the nearly 10,000 people 
that took the time to object on the original Planning Application.  

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 5 

Question from: Matt Gitsham 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question: 

Please explain WECA’s position on the possible Bristol airport expansion given both Bristol 
CC and BANES do not support expansion. How would expansion be in line with climate 
emergencies declared and government legal responsibility to be zero carbon by 2050? 
When will Tim Bowles write to the planning inspectorate making clear WECA’s objection to 
BAP expansion? 
  

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 6 

Question from: Bob Bater 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

Tim Bowles, Mayor of the West of England Combined Authority (WECA) recently stated he 
was in favour of allowing North Somerset to take part in the forthcoming WECA mayoral 
elections. This would be welcomed by many in North Somerset. I am sure, however, that he 
is aware that an overwhelming majority (84%) of respondents to North Somerset Council's 
consultation on the expansion of Bristol Airport registered strong objections. 
 
Now that Bristol City Council have also objected to the expansion proposals, will Mayor 
Bowles now acknowledge this groundswell of opinion and submit a letter to the appeal 
process indicating his objection to the plans? 
 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 7 

Question from: Rosemary Collins 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

Given that WECA issued a climate emergency declaration on 22 July 2019, will you now 
take action on climate change by joining Bristol City Council in stating your opposition to 
Bristol Airport's proposed expansion plans? The expansion would lead to increases of 59% 
in greenhouse gas emissions and 16% in vehicle emissions compared to 2017 
levels, making it impossible to reach any of the West of England's emissions targets. 
Furthermore, there is no economic case for this, given that the aviation industry is facing 
years of decreasing demand due to increased environmental concerns and the covid-19 
pandemic. I urge you to display the historic leadership on climate we need by voicing your 
opposition to the airport expansion. 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 8 

Question from: Helen Struthers 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

The UK government is currently engaged in post Covid planning and preparations for 
COP26. They are currently considering how they can align future economic policies and 
decisions with the UK's climate and environmental goals. Please would the Mayor of WECA 
now take a similar lead by withdrawing WECA support for the proposed expansion of Bristol 
airport, especially now that two of WECA's constituent authorities have now stated their 
opposition? 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 9 

Question from: Jackie Head 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

As an overarching Authority where 75% of your make up is now from authorities formally 
objecting to the expansion of Bristol Airport (Bristol & B&NES) will you now vote under 
emergency powers, to send a WECA objection to the expansion to the appeal consultation? 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 10 

Question from: Viv Perry 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

In view of the Climate Emergency declared by WECA in July 2019, and the fact that two of 
its three constituent authorities, a majority, now oppose the Bristol Airport Expansion plans, 
will WECA now state its opposition to those plans too, and instead focus on supporting 
green and sustainable developments in the region it represents, building on the area's 
reputation for green initiatives and innovations? 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 11 

Question from David Redgewell 

Subject: WECA & North Somerset 
 
Does WECA mayoral combined authority agree with the legal officer at the city and county of 
Bristol at the Growth and Regeneration committee that North Somerset council could join the 
WECA mayoral combined authority without a mayoral election if a Governance review is 
carried out?   (A order is placed in the House of Commons and House of Lords. That full 
public consultation is carried out in South Gloucestershire council area, Bath and North East 
Somerset council area, the city and county of Bristol council area and North Somerset 
council area. And a devolution deal which could include precept powers for public transport 
services, is negotiated with central government local government minister and Thornbury 
and Yate MP). 

REPLY: 

The advice given by Bristol City Council’s legal officer is included as a factual, legal briefing 
note in the published agenda papers of the 6 January 2021 meeting of Bristol’s Growth and 
Regeneration Scrutiny Commission.  

As can be seen from the letters from Government to the Combined Authority in relation to 
expanding WECA, i.e. to include North Somerset, there is an expectation that this would 
take effect from the start of the Mayoral term of office. 
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QUESTION 12 
 
Question from: David Redgewell 
 
Subject: Portway station 
 
With the Department for Transport concerns about public transport network schemes starting 
in this financial year, WECA mayoral combined authority could lose the finance.  

So could WECA mayoral transport authority advise us of the start date of work and opening 
date of Portway parkway station and interchange?  (with work starting with Network rail 
western routes and First group Great Western railway) 

REPLY: 

Detailed design for the project is currently underway and progressing well, with construction 
due to start on site in March. The station is due to open in December 2021. The station is 
being funded jointly by WECA, the Department for Transport’s New Stations Fund and 
Bristol City Council. In August 2020, WECA secured £13.7m from the government’s Getting 
Building Fund, aimed at capital projects to accelerate national recovery. Part of this new 
funding has been allocated to the Portway P&R Station project to ensure that it remains fully 
funded. 
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QUESTION 13 

Question from: Gordon Richardson 

Subject: Portway station 
 
Will the new station at Portway parkway be open with full disabled access in time for the new 
MetroWest service in December 2021?   (Seven Beach, St Andrew’s Road. Avonmouth 
Dock, Portway Parkway, Shirehampton, Sea Mills, Clifton Down, Redland, Montpelier, 
Stapleton Road, Lawrence Hill, Bristol Temple Meads, Keynsham, Oldfield Park, Bath Spa, 
Freshford, Avoncliff, Bradford on Avon, Trowbridge and Westbury - New MetroWest 
service).  

REPLY: 

Portway Station will be fully compliant with Equality Act 2010 requirements and with the 
Design Standards for Accessible Railway Stations: a code of practice by the Department for 
Transport.  A Diversity Impact Assessment has been undertaken for the project and designs 
approved by Network Rail’s Built Environment Accessibility Panel. Works will be undertaken 
to the existing car park to accommodate accessible Blue Badge parking bays and to ensure 
an accessible walking route from the site entrance and bus interchange.  
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QUESTION 14 
 
Question from: Gordon Richardson 
 
Subject: Weston-Super-Mare bus and coach station 
 
In Weston-Super-Mare, what is the start date for work to start on the Bus and coach station 
facilities outside Tesco stores - again this project has to start in this financial year with fully 
accessible bus and coach stands and toilets information point. 

REPLY: 

North Somerset Council are leading this project and have confirmed that the contract start 
date for the Weston-super-Mare Town Centre Enhancement scheme, which includes the bus 
interchange, is 1 February 2021 with work anticipated to be completed in November 2021. 
For clarity, the plan is for accessible bus and coach stands, information points but toilets are 
not included. 
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QUESTION 15 

Question from: Haydn Gill 

Subject: Road building (with reference to the Investment Fund report) 

Question:  

We are living in a climate emergency, transport is responsible for 29% of the region's CO2 
emissions, and nationally an estimated 8,300 lives ended prematurely each year due to air 
pollution. I am concerned that WECA continues to fund feasibility studies for further road 
building, which clearly lead to more road mileage and pushes us further away from a future 
we want our children to live in. 

Agenda item 20 (p252) shows that many UK cities have concluded that to become a carbon 
neutral city, car mileage needs to fall, by a substantial amount by 2030 (between 30% and 
70%). If WECA continue building roads this will create problems in 2030, requiring a more 
severe (and unpopular) reduction in car mileage. Two recommendations are being proposed 
at this meeting, a bypass and a feasibility study for a package of new roads. 

Are you willing to ignore the climate emergency we are living in and allow WECA to 
fund studies to deliver more roads, which will lead to more CO2 emissions and 
contribute to more frequent and extreme flooding, droughts and other weather events 
in the future? 

REPLY: 

WECA’s approach for all new transport infrastructure is to balance the needs of the 
environment, our existing communities’ health, inequalities and their need to travel, and the 
economy. This approach will also help us to manage congestion and work towards 
reallocating space on existing roads to more sustainable modes of transport. Road space is 
finite and we must make the most efficient use of it as possible in order to improve 
accessibility around the West of England.  
 
In taking a balanced approach, the Joint Local Transport Plan 4 (JLTP4), adopted in March 
2020, sets out a programme of transport schemes covering rail, cycling, mass transit, buses, 
walking and a limited number of new road schemes that would be necessary to create 
access to new development proposals and enable the reallocation of road space to more 
efficient travel choices and ensure that people are able to move around the network safely, 
efficiently and as sustainably as possible.  This ensures that the transport approach remains 
aligned to our jointly stated ambition of carbon neutral emissions by 2030.  
 
The initial funding for the schemes referred to aims to address and agree measures to both 
reduce development impact and address congestion issues in the relevant areas, with a 
focus on sustainable measures and limiting the use of car borne trips as far as possible to 
support our climate emergency declaration.  It is important to note that roads serve many 
transport purposes and it is necessary to understand the specific transport context in which 
any proposal is being made. 
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QUESTION 16 

Question from: Haydn Gill  
 
Subject: Funding of cycling and walking schemes (with reference to the Investment 
Fund report) 
 
Question:  

My second question relates to the funding allocations for transport projects (p215) I note that 
'Local cycling and walking infrastructure' has been allocated £1m for business case 
development up to 2022/23, and £3m is being spent delivery the CPNN Cycle link. This is 
less than 1% of the total £411m of planned improvements upto 2036 required in the WECA 
local cycling and walking investment plan. This pales in comparison to the £6m spent on 
Wraxhall roundabout to add 6 lanes through the roundabout, with no improvement in active 
travel, or the £1m for feasibility studies and business cases for bypasses and more roads my 
first question relates to. 

Are you committed to delivering the WECA Local cycling and Walking investment plan, or is 
it not being taken seriously and I should metaphorically use it to line my hamster cage? 

REPLY: 

The Department for Transport (DfT) encouraged local authorities to produce a Local Cycling 
and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) as a means of prioritising cycling and walking 
improvements.  LCWIP’s are therefore not intended to define the planned future investment 
in an area, but are a means to help guide existing investment and to help secure future 
funding when this is released by the DfT.  The adoption of our LCWIP by this Committee in 
June 2020 is therefore a very positive statement of our aspiration for Cycling and Walking in 
our region and also leaves us well placed to secure additional central funding. 

Significant investment in cycling and walking is already in place.  The £1m you mention is 
part of a wider £10m allocation from our Investment Fund to support the design and delivery 
of cycling and walking schemes, and this funding sits alongside £3.8m secured during 2020 
to support cycling and walking through active travel funding.  There are also a number of 
individual cycling and walking schemes such as the CPNN investment that you mention.  In 
addition, all of our infrastructure schemes as tasked with ensuring that walking and cycling 
enhancements are considered as part of any initial design of schemes that are undertaken 
across the network, whether these support bus use, rail or tackle air quality and congestion 
issues. 
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QUESTION 17 

Question from: Amy Fletcher 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question: 

How in any way does it make sense for us to consider expansion to a foreign-owned 
business, set in a beautiful part of rural Somerset, in the middle of a global pandemic, 
climate crisis, and illegal levels of air pollution? 

Does airport expansion fit with any model of a sustainable future? 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 18 

Question from: Kevin Flanagan  
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

Having declared a Climate Emergency in July 2019, re-iterated a year later that "[t]he 
Climate Emergency is at the heart of everything WECA does", then released a Climate 
Emergency Plan claiming a "clear intention to act", and given that two-thirds of constituent 
members (Bristol and B&ANES) are formally opposed to Bristol Airport expansion on 
grounds including the huge increase in CO2 emissions that would ensue, will you now vote 
under emergency powers to submit an objection to the appeal consultation? 
 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 19 

Question from: Richard Baxter 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

Question 1 - WECA and its constituent authorities give conflicting stances on the proposed 
expansion of Bristol Airport.   If the Planning Inspectorate asked the Combined Authority to 
clarify its view on whether it supports or opposes the current appeal, what would be its 
answer? 

Question 2 - The consultation period for the Bristol Airport's planning appeal for expansion 
ends on Monday 22nd February.  As this is the last WECA's committee before this deadline 
could the meeting address using emergency powers the confusing and contradictory stances 
which sees the two of the three constituent authorities oppose the expansion whilst WECA 
supports the application?  

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 20 

Question from: Ruth Jones 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

Will WECA now send an objection to Bristol Airport's appeal for expansion on the following 
two grounds; 
1) democratic; given that the majority of your make up is now formally objecting i.e. Bristol 
and B&NES, and  
2) response to the climate and nature emergency; given that expansion is in direct 
opposition to action that is required to achieve carbon net zero? 
 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 21 

Question from: Dawn McGhee 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

As an overarching Authority where 75% of your make up is now from authorities formally 
objecting to the expansion of Bristol Airport (Bristol & B&NES) will you now vote under 
emergency powers, to send a WECA objection to the expansion to the appeal consultation? 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 22 

Question from: Lisa Hardless 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

1. The airport is big enough as it is so why the expansion of the premises and not the 
technology? i.e. harness the sun because it is free energy. 
 
2. To expand would annihilate my future family, especially my youngest nieces, so why 
would you wish to harm your future flesh and blood yourself with toxic emissions without any 
conscience? Just for money is not a good enough reason because you cannot eat money if 
you are unhealthy or worse still; dead. 
 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 23 

Question from: James Ward 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

As a combined authority in which 2 out of 3 constituent members (Bristol and B&NES) are 
formally opposed to Bristol Airport expansion, will you now vote under emergency powers to 
submit an objection to the ongoing appeal consultation? 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 24 

Question from: Cllr Jerome Thomas 
 
Subject: Unspent WECA money 
 
Question:  

Please can the WECA Metro Mayor advise how much, if any, money is at risk of needing to 
be returned to its funder, primarily central Government, because it has not been spent?  

In particular, I am interested in money that should have been spent by the end of the current 
financial year ending 31 March 2021.  

If there is money that could and should have been spent, please it would be possible to 
provide a clear explanation of the reasons for failing to spend this money.  

REPLY: 

The key funds with a deadline for spend of March 2021 are the Local Growth Fund (LGF) 
and the Getting Building Fund (GBF). As set out in the One Front Door report (item 14) on 
this agenda, full spend of these funds is expected. To achieve this, for several years we 
have utilised structured overprogramming of the LGF and have also integrated the LGF and 
GBF programmes to maximise flexibility and provide the opportunity for projects to take 
advantage of the extended GBF spend deadline for half of the awarded funds of March 
2022. 

In the event that individual schemes in these programmes face delays, it is intended to 
employ funding swaps, in particular with the Economic Development Fund which is not time 
limited. The report seeks a delegation to the WECA Chief Executive in consultation with the 
West of England Chief Executives to ensure these swaps can be managed in advance of the 
next meeting of the Committee. 
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QUESTION 25 

Question from: Sarah Cemlyn 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

1. Given that two of the three constituent authorities of WECA, namely BANES and Bristol 
Councils, now oppose the expansion of Bristol Airport, and that WECA strategic decisions 
are based on a two thirds majority, will WECA and the mayor now withdraw their support for 
the expansion of Bristol Airport, and write to the Planning Inspectorate to oppose the 
expansion?  

2. Given that the Conservative government are carrying out an inquiry into how they may 
align any post- pandemic economic policies and decisions with the UK's climate and 
environmental goals, particularly in view of COP 26 this year, can the Mayor of WECA 
please show the same leadership by withdrawing WECA’s support for the planned 
expansion of Bristol airport? 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 26 

Question from: Kim Hicks on behalf of the SOUTH BRISTOL WRONG ROAD GROUP 

Subject: Spatial Development Strategy 
 
Question:  

BACKGROUND: 

Item 12, para 22. Says: The strategy does not have formal, fixed targets but has been constructed to 
support the draft Spatial Development Strategy and Local Plans and sets the expectation that the 
funding delivers acceleration and additionality. 

We understand that there is no draft SDS at this point. Equally, the BaNES local plan, for example, 
appears to not to be making a pronouncement on location areas, such as Whitchurch Village the 
SDL’s or equivalent will be. 

It appears that in the BaNES local plan review, which is out for consultation at the moment, BaNES 
have left it to WECA, in the replacement SDS, to decide where the sites for houses will be.  

However, we have been told that the replacement SDS will not have the SDL’s identified this time and 
we are told that it will be left to the local plans. Now the HDS is being constructed. 

We appear to have come around in a full circle! The SDS failed at the independent inspection 
because it was poorly planned. Last time the SDS and JLTP4 were sent out for consultation at 
different times, ‘cart before the horse’ comes to mind. To the lay person it appears that the lesions 
have not been learned.  

Constructive feedback: Para 22 is misleading if it is intended to convey that the housing delivery 
strategy will support and inform the draft Spatial Development Strategy and Local Plans as they are 
developed, rather than implying that it is being constructed to support an existing draft document. 

QUESTION: Which document(s) will eventually identify the SDL’s, (or equivalent), in the WECA 
area? 

REPLY: 

The SDLs were a concept for the Joint Spatial Plan.  This approach will no longer be taken 
forward. 

Instead, a high level strategic plan, the Spatial Development Strategy (SDS), will set out the 
housing requirement for the WECA area and each UA (based on consideration of standard 
methodology, testing of spatial strategy scenarios and deliverability) and distribute growth 
through the preferred spatial strategy. The SDS will identify broad locations where this 
growth may be met, it will not identify specific sites. 

Specific site allocations will come forward though Local Plans. 

The Housing delivery strategy is a delivery document about how to accelerate the delivery of 
housing utilising the available tools, mechanisms and funding available to WECA and 
delivery partners.  It is not about identifying housing numbers or specific areas for growth.  
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QUESTION 27 

Question from: Sally Lawson 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

Bristol Airport has appealed to the national planning inspectorate against the refusal 
of expansion. A public inquiry will consider their appeal against this refusal.   
Below are questions related to this appeal, sent before the deadline of 5pm on 
Monday 25th Jan 2021, that I would like to be raised at the 29th Jan meeting. 
1) Could the Mayor of WECA please withdraw WECA’s support for the planned 
expansion of Bristol airport given that:   

a) that the majority i.e. 2 of the 3 authorities making up WECA (Bristol City 
Council and BANES (Bath and North East Somerset Council)) are against this 
expansion? 

b) that there will be a probable reduction in short to long-term public demand for 
flights due to i) COVID-related caution, ii) increased use of meetings platforms 
such as ZOOM and iii) growing public awareness of the damaging effect of air 
travel on the climate and the environmental crisis.  

c) This expansion would go directly against the aims of the UK government, who 
intend the UK to lead against climate chaos and environmental destruction, as 
they host COP26 in 2021, and this expansion goes against the Paris Climate 
Accord and the IPCC intentions of keeping global warming below 1.5℃. (see 
my statement, separate email)  

d) the permission already held by Bristol Airport for expansion that has not yet 
been utilised and may not be needed in view of the likely reduction in 
demand.  

2) How can Bristol Airport reach carbon neutrality by 2025 if they take the 
following into account? 

a) technical carbon capture schemes are not yet developed to capture enough 
carbon for airport neutrality by 2025. Natural schemes (e.g. planting forests) 
are likely to take decades to reach their full carbon capture potential 

b) the permanent loss of the vegetation-covered land acting a present natural 
carbon sink and a living habitat for much wildlife that will be destroyed during 
airport and airport-parking expansion  

c) the increased use of concrete using cement (one of the main producers of 
man-made CO2 emissions) 

d) the increase in fossil fuels to power road transport for passengers, workers 
and deliveries associated with a 20% expansion in air passenger numbers.  

e) the lack of viable fossil fuel alternatives to either power, or to generate fuel to 
power, large or medium sized planes or of planes designed to use these fuels 
by 2025? (If they are aware of real alternatives, please could they provide 
citations so we can read the evidence) 

f) The large increase in fossil fuels required to power the greater numbers of 
flights.   

REPLY:  
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The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 28 

Question from: Johnny Devas 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

1. As two out of three local authorities forming WECA are now opposed to the expansion of 
Bristol airport, and as this expansion is incompatible with climate emergency targets, please 
tell me why WECA has not yet declared its opposition to the appeal by Bristol Airport, 
particularly as North Somerset Council had rejected the original application? 
 
2. Quite apart from the fact that WECA declared a climate emergency in 2019, the proposed 
expansion of Bristol airport does not make economic sense. Development projects regularly 
over-estimate employment creation, with any increase mostly low paid, temporary and low-
skilled. 
 
In 2020 the New Economics Foundation reported that 75% of departures UK wide were for 
international leisure trips rather than for business, and that because more UK travellers fly 
abroad that international travellers fly in, the UK suffers from a large travel spending deficit of 
about £30bn. Bristol airport caters for a predominately overseas holiday market and any 
expansion simply amplifies the economic loss to the region. 
 
Given the damage to both the environment and the regional economy, please tell me why 
WECA has not yet declared its opposition to the appeal by Bristol Airport? 
 
REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  
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Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 29 

Question from: Ben Moss 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question: 

With two statutory representatives of the combined authority - BANES and Bristol 
City Council - having approved council motions to object to any plans to expand Bristol 
Airport, how can WECA claim to represent both its constituents, and zero-carbon intentions, 
without also changing its position to objecting to the airports' expansion plans; and indeed 
that Tim Bowles writes to the planning inspectorate stating this change of position to an 
objection against expansion? 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 30 

Question from: Sarah Poppy Jackson  
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

Over 75 % of your constituents' statutory representatives within the combined authority - 
BANES and Bristol City Council - have approved council motions clearly opposing any plans 
to expand Bristol Airport. With this knowledge, how can WECA claim to represent both its 
constituents, and zero-carbon intentions, without changing its position to objecting to the 
airports' expansion plans, and writing to the planning inspectorate to advise them of such a 
change of position?  

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 31 

Question from: Duncan Still  
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

I and many of my fellow health professionals colleagues, are profoundly disappointed with 
your decision to pursue Bristol Airport expansion. 
I urge you to reconsider on grounds of public health and climate emergency. Future 
generations will salute and praise you if you reverse your course now but, I fear, will be less 
favourable if you choose not to. You are in a position of great power and authority. I urge you 
to use it well. Our future depends on it. 
  
Background. 
1. Bristol City Council carried a motion on Dec 8th which said that the planned Bristol Airport 
expansion ‘must not go ahead’. This was a change from their previous position and has 
important implications for WECA. 
  
2. The current stated position of WECA is to support the expansion of the airport (as stated 
in a letter submitted by them to the planning authorities). 
  
3. That stated position must now change. This is because WECA is made up of three 
authorities; Bristol City Council, BANES and Sth. Glos, and two out of the three (BANES and 
now Bristol) are now against the plans. WECA’s views must reflect this majority opinion. 
 
QUESTION: 
So, can you confirm that WECA will now come out against the airport’s expansion plans and 
Tim Bowles must write to the planning inspectorate stating this objection. 
 
And if not, can you please tell me why? 
 

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
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necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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QUESTION 32 

Question from: Cllr Martin Fodor 
 
Subject: E Scooter trial in the West of England 

Question:  

Who uses the e scooters and where their journeys are from/to is an essential element of the 
success of this trial? Modal shift monitoring was promised. 

Please supply results to date from the trial and state what further monitoring is due, with 
particular reference to use in Bristol and switching from other modes [eg walking, cycling, 
buses, trains, mobility scooters or cars] and where the journeys are [eg with reference to 
distances, locations and parts of the hire area, ideally ward or neighbourhood-based 
information] so that patterns of use and other factors around work and leisure use can be 
assessed. 

REPLY: 

The e-Scooter trial within the Region has seen very positive usage numbers since 
commencing at the end of October 2020.  So far in Bristol we have seen over 65,500 rides 
since launch, totalling over 165,000 km travelled.  Almost 20,000 individuals have used the 
eScooters and the average ride duration is 21 minutes. In Bath there has been over 15,000 
rides since launch, totalling over 35,000 km travelled. Almost 6,000 individuals have used 
the eScooters and the average ride duration is 18 minutes. 

The aim of the trials nationally was to provide a complementary form of transport to support 
people’s travel options whilst public transport was at reduced capacity; the high usage 
figures within the region would suggest that there has been some positive early success 
here rather than simply generating new demand.  However both the DfT and the region are 
keen to continue to understand how eScooter usage can support modal shift and reduce the 
number of car based trips in the future.  Modal shift is inevitably harder to assess however, 
in addition to the current local monitoring that is already in place and has provided the details 
above, all trial areas are working closely with the DfT to agree and implement a consistent 
monitoring and evaluation approach that will help inform this aspect over the term of the trial.  
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QUESTION 33 

Question from: Nicola Bindon 
 
Subject: Bristol airport expansion 
 
Question:  

I would like to know if WECA will be changing its position on the proposed expansion of 
Bristol Airport (in light of the fact that Bristol City Council have now opposed it meaning that 
two out of the three WECA authorities now oppose it) and communicating this in writing to 
the planning inspectorate, and if not why not?  

REPLY: 

The Combined Authority was a statutory consultee to the original planning application in our 
role as a neighbouring Local Transport Authority; and it was in this capacity that we 
submitted a response at that time to North Somerset Council. As transport authority, we 
continue to work with North Somerset Council and Bristol Airport in improving public 
transport access to the Airport and to deliver the joint ambition to substantially reduce carbon 
emissions from surface transport access to the Airport and the wider region.   

It is important to recognise that Aviation policy in the UK is a responsibility retained by 
central government, and therefore policy measures to reduce carbon emissions from 
aviation are directed by central government policy and any planning applications including 
an aviation element will need to be developed and assessed against extant national aviation 
policy. 

More widely, the Combined Authority has recognised the critical need to address the impact 
of climate change and formally declared a Climate Emergency in July last year.  We are 
committed to achieving carbon neutrality by 2030 and consideration of climate change 
impacts are being embedded into every aspect of the Combined Authority’s work and 
activities. Through our Local Industrial Strategy and Regional Recovery Plan we are actively 
supporting investment in the de-carbonisation of aviation with our world leading firms in the 
region, with the ambition of being the vanguard of the development of the technology 
necessary for net zero aviation, which will help accelerate a reduction in carbon emissions 
regionally, nationally and internationally. 

A Climate Emergency Action plan has been approved and is now being implemented. 
Progress reports are required to be considered by the committee, and by the WECA 
Overview and Scrutiny committee every 6 months.  

Subsequent to the North Somerset Council decision on the Airport’s planning application, 
Bristol Airport has submitted an appeal.  This appeal will be determined by the Planning 
Inspectorate. 
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